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In past comments in this column, it has been my policy to examine factors and forces that
affect the transfer of technology from developer to user. Republication is one of the
more important issues involved in the technology transfer process. Republication of tech-
nical material in a condensed and distilled form makes retrieval unbelievably easy.
Second and third publication of a paper or report with minor changes or additions tends to
clutter the literature and make the process of retrieval much more difficult.

It is rare for researchers to publish condensed and integrated technology in monographs
and books. Usually when books are written, they contain classical technology used in
teaching courses. As a result we have hundreds of classroom oriented textbooks on
mechanical vibrations but few monographs that deal with specialized technological areas.
One of the greatest accomplishments of the late John Snowdon was to condense and distill
his research work in the book, "Vibration and Shock in Damped Mechanical Systems."
This book could be a model for many great researchers who have contributed vast amounts
of excellent technology to the literature. Unfortunately their work is scattered throughout
the printed literature over a number of years. It makes it difficult to retrieve a complete
list of publications prior to 1969. Since that time the DIGEST has contained an author -.

index for easy retrieval on an author basis.

The negative side of republication involves two or more publications that contain essentially
the same technology. This tends to clutter the literature with references, makes it diffi-
cult to conduct a search, and strains the budgets of libraries. It hus a detrimental effect
on publishers because the sales volume becomes lesser as mote publications come on the
market. Thus the republication process has many negative effects.

The publication process could be vastly improved if every author would resist the pressure
to publish just for the sake of publishing. The question should be asked whether this is

material that either has not been published before or has not been published in the same
organizational, condensed, or distilled form -- so it will be a genuine contribution to the
literature. Publishers should use mote technically oriented editorial advisers so that their
material is less in volume and more relevant.
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A PRIMER OF RANDOM VIBRATION TECHNIQUES
IN STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

P.D. Spanota and L.D. Lutes*

Abstract. A review of random vibration tech- dimension. The dynamic models considered 46

niques for analyzing dynamic systems is pre- include both linear and nonlinear restoring
sented from the perspective of applicability to forces.
structural engineering. Problems involving linear
or nonlinear, elastic or inelastic structural RESPONSE CHARACFERISTICS OF INTEREST 6

" models are addressed. ,.
For a stochastic excitation the exact time history -

Over a period of years considerable interest has of some future loading cannot be predicted, nor
developed in random vibration analysis of can the exact time history of the response. Thus
dynamic systems used as models in structural the processes involved must be characterized by
engineering. The term random vibration analysis predictable quantities. They are usually averages F, MC
traditionally denotes the determination of re- of a type referred to as expected values, ensem-
sponse statistics of a deterministically known ble averages, or simply mean values of some
system exposed to a stochastic load. This inter- random quantity. These averages are expected
pretation of the term is adopted in the present values of random variables, but they are proba-
review. Most of the current interest in struc- bly best understood intuitively in terms of the
tural engineering applications of random vibration concept of an ensemble of possible time histo-
analysis can be attributed to the fact that struc- ties. If X(t) is some stochastic function of time
tural loads caused by earthquakes, sea waves, t (a random process), an ensemble containing all
and winds can be adequately described on a the possible time histories of X(t) can exist. The
stochastic basis. expected value E rX(t)2 for a particular value of

t is the average across that ensemble at that
The primary intent of this review is to introduce time.
nenspecialists to a variety of existing methods
for performing random vibration analyses within The simplest partial description of some random
the context of structural engineering applications, response process X(t) is the mean value function
A conscious goal of the authors is to present the mx(t) = E [X(t). This is the ensemble average
different approaches and concepts in such a way of all possible response values at time t. The
as to emphasize similarities and differences. mean value conveys no information about the
Even though details of analysis are not pre- variability, or scatter, of the possible response
sented, the review may help the reader to choose values. In fact, in some situations it can be
an appropriate method for a given situation. The argued from symmetry that the mean value
references are almost exclusively limited to function is zero for all times and so gives abso-
standard books and review articles to maximize lutely no information.
accessibility of the work to a varied audience.
Mathematical rigor is somewhat relaxed for the The next level of complexity in describing
same reason. random response is to consider various forms of

second-moment information; that is, to consider
Mathematical models used in representing either expected values of the product of two X(t)
structural members or entire structures can be values. The most general form is the autocorre-
classified as discrete or continuous. The advent lation function for the process x(t,s) = E[X(t)
of digital computational systems and the develop- X(s)]; this function represents the ensemble
ment of discretization techniques such as finite average of the product of X at time t and X at -
elements and boundary elements have resulted in time s evaluated for each possible time history
domination by discrete systems of the mathemati- /1,2J. The mX and 0 X functions can be used .*.
cal models currently used in structural engineer- to derive the covariance function for the re-
ing applications. Thus, the present review sponse KX(ts); the normalized form is called the -
focuses on the applicability of random vibration correlation coefficient. The variance x(t) is
techniques to discrete dynamic models of finite the special case of covariance with a = t. &.W% -

0 Professor of Civil Engineering and Mechanical Engineering, Rice University
P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77251

0 Professor of Civil Engineering, Rice University
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The quantity o (t) provides information about the of time histories having X(t) < u. Furthermore, %
variability of the response at that time. Possibly sufficient knowledge of probability distributions
even more important, however, is the fact that allows computation of all of the moment func-
the second moment functions contain information tions mentioned above. Unfortunately, probability i. ,.

about the possible shapes of the time histories, distribution information is rarely known with
For example, if the time histories are almost confidence. Simplifying assumptions are corn-
periodic, the second moment functions 0 X(t s) monly made to allow estimates of probabilities
and Kx(t,s) are almost periodic functions of the from knowledge of moments. Alternatively, the
time difference, s - t. Similarly, certain types of Chebyshev inequality can be used to derive h
smoothness of time histories can be shown to be rigorous -- but generally very crude -- bounds on
related to smoothness of the second moment the probability of large responses [6-8].
functions.

In order to better define the random vibration "
Power spectral density is another commonly used problem, let P(t) denote the excitation of some .'
form of second-moment information [2,3]. Al- linear or nonlinear system and X(0 denote the
though more general definitions exist [4,5], the response. The goal is to compute response
term usually refers to a situation in which X(t characteristics such as mean value, covariance
is said to be covariant stationary. This means function, power spectral density, and probability
that the 0 X(ts) function would be unchanged by distribution for X(t from knowledge of similar
relocation of the origin of the time axis. The characteristics for P(t) and properties of the
implication is that X(t,s) is the same as some system.
function with a single argument, which will be
written as RX(s-t). The power spectral density RESPONSE OF LINBAR SYSTEMS
SxW() is then a Fourier transform of the RX(r)
function. The practical significance is that the Most of the topics presented here regarding
power spectral density gives a frequency decom- stochastic analysis of linear systems are readily
position of the stochastic process X(t). Large available in common reference books [1-3, .. .*.-.-
harmonic components in the X(t) time histories 6-11]. In addition, pertinent results can be *'-''

correspond to harmonic components in the R( -) found in general review publications on random
function and to large values of Sx( w ) at the vibrations [12-15].
frequency w of the harmonic components. The
normalization of SX(w) is such that the integral One general approach for random vibration
of the function over all frequencies gives the analysis of linear systems is to use the results of
mean squared value of X. deterministic analysis. For any of the possible

P(t) time histories an expression for X(t) can be
All of the concepts of second-moment analysis written as a functional of P(t). In its simplest
can be extended to higher order moments, but form this is the Duhamel convolution integral. It
the physical significance becomes less intuitively allows generation of an ensemble of response
obvious. It is important to realize that first- time histories from which characteristics of X(t)
moment, or mean value, and second-moment can be found. The moments of X(t can be
information provide only a partial description of computed by substituting the Duhamel integral F"."'" "
a process. For example, if two process X(t) and into the particular expectation desired. In addi-
Y(t have identical first and second moment tion to initial conditions, only the mean value ''''. "
functions, but E Cyk(t)] > E [Xk(t)] for k > 2, function for P(t) must be known in order to
Y(t) is more likely to take on very large (posi- predict the mean value function for X(t. Simi-
tive or negative) values than is X(t). This may be larly, the covariance function Kx(ts) depends
important because predicting the likelihood of only on Kp(ts,) and initial conditions; the same
very large responses that can cause failure of a property extends to any order moment property.
system is often an objective. However, computation of the response variance

X(t) requires knowledge of the excitation
All of these probabilistic averages can be viewed covariance Kp(t,s) rather than excitation variance
as derived, rather than fundamental, chatacteris- only.
tics of a process. A more fundamental and
complete description involves probability distribu- The Duhamel integral can be viewed as writing .. , ..
tion. If the probability distributions of X(t) are X(t) as a superposition of responses due to vati-
known, the probability of any particular response ous time increments of P(t). Performing this
level can be computed directly. For example, time domain superposition requires knowledge of
FX(u;t) can be used as the probability of X(t) the impulse response function h(t) for the linear
being less than or equal to any particular value system. The Fourier transform of the Duhamel
u, corresponding to the fraction of the ensemble integral provides a relationship between the

4
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corresponding frequency components of P(t) and This is an extension of the usual normal distribu-
X(t) for each frequency w. In fact, this simple tion, which is the special case with k = 2.
relationship involves only multiplication by H(w),_ _
which is the harmonic response function for the State space analysis provides a fundamentally '0e

linear system. A time history of the X(t) re- different approach for determination of the %
sponse involves a superposition in the frequency response moments of linear systems. The first .,.
domain in the form of an inverse Fourier trans- step is to derive simultaneous equations governing .
form integral, the moments of X(t) by multiplying various

response quantities times the differential equation
The power spectral density SX(W) is a frequency governing X(t) and taking expectations. The '? ,
domain representation of the second moment of moments are found from solving the simultaneous
X(t); therefore, SX(W ) can be written in terms equations. If the moments are nonstationary, the ./
of S (W ) and O(w). Thus, the second moment simultaneous equations involve first order deriva-
calcdations for a covariant stationary X(t) can rives of the moments with respect to time, but
be done by either time domain or frequency only algebraic equations need be solved to obtain
domain calculations, just as the deterministic the values of stationary moments corresponding
problem can be done by either of these two to any instant in time.
approaches. The choice between the two proce-
dures is somewhat arbitrary and is usually af- The state space method is usually applied only
fected by the form of information given for P(t) when X(t) is the solution of a linear differential
and the form of information needed for X(O. equation with a nonhomogeneous part W(t) of the it
Higher order response moments can also be type called white noise; it is a very chaotic
evaluated from analysis in either the time process that is independent of itself at any two -_--
domain or the frequency domain (16). The fre- distinct values of time. In this situation X(t) is
quency analysis involves generalization of the said to have the Markov property. This means ,.-.-. "
usual power spectral density concept to include that, if X(t 0 ) is known, X(0) for t > to is condi-
Fourier transforms of higher order moment tionally independent of X(s) for s < t In some
functions. situations the state space method can Ve applied h-.. :

to structural problems by approximating the
The probability distribution for X(t) is not readily structural excitation P(t) as a white noise. In %
obtainable from the superposition integrals of other problems the method can be applied by
either time domain or frequency domain. In considering P(t) as the response of some linear
certain special cases the results are obvious. If filter to a white noise excitation. In the latter
P) has a particular form, called the normal (or case X(t becomes the response to white noise of
Gaussian) distribution, X(t) also has a normal a combined linear system that includes the filter
distribution. The normal distribution is such that in series with the original structural system.
the probability functions -- e.g., FX(u;t) -- are
completely determined if the first and second The most common use of state space analysis is
moments are known. Thus, if Pt) has the normal to find second moments of the response. The
form, finding mX() and KX(ts) provides com- differential equation governing X(t) is usually
plete probability information for the response. rewritten as a set of simultaneous first order
Fortunately, this distribution is often adequate for differential equations; they can be viewed as a
predicting various probabilities because many matrix differential equation governing a vector
physical processes are approximately normal, of response quantities. The response vector is

multiplied by this matrix equation; expectations
are taken to yield a form called the Lyapunov

Sometimes, however, the normal distribution is covariance matrix equation. Other formulations
not sufficiently accurate. In such cases third or of the method can be used to find equations for
fourth moments can be used to characterize more general moment functions, such as KX(ts)
deviation away from a normal distribution. In for second moments involving more than one
fact, if P(t) has a distribution of a special form instant of time [17] or for higher order mo-
that can be characterized by the first k mo- ments E16].
ments, X(t) also has that form of distribution.
(This special form of distribution is one in which Still another fundamentally different method of
the so-called cumulant functions of the process analysis uses the Kolmogorov equations (14).
are zero for orders greater than k, where a j These partial differential equations contain de-
order cumulant is a particular form of the jth rivatives with respect to time and the state
moment function for the process.) Thus computa- variables. Either of the two forms (forward and
tion of k response moments provides a complete backward) governs the probability distribution of
probability description of X(t) for this excitation, the incremental change in X(t) between two dis-

5 ....................................................... ......
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tinct times. The original differential equation involves no more than changing the boundary
governing X(t) is used only to derive coefficients conditions on the differential equation.

Y in the Kolmogorov equations. The so-called
forward Kolmogorov equation is also referred to The form of the equations for a linear system
as the Fokker-Planck equation. Application of the can significantly affect the difficulty of applying
Kolmogorov equations requires that X(t) has the the various forms of stochastic analysis. For.%
Markov property, as noted for state space analy- multi-degree-of-freedom (MDF) systems, for
sis. example, any form of modal superposition is

easier if the system has uncoupled (classical)
A Kolmogorov solution gives the evolution (or modes of vibration. In modal superposition the
diffusion) of the probability distribution of the total response of the linear system is written as

" response. This evolution can be compared to the a sum of modal responses. If the modes are
state space approach in which equations govern- uncoupled, each mode behaves exactly like a

- ing evolution of the moments of the response are single-degree-of-freedom (SDF) system; coupled
derived. Thus, at least in principle, the Kol- modes are not as simple as SDF systems.
mogorov equation provides more information than
a finite number of state space equations because One application of modal superposition involves : ..
knowledge of the probability distribution allows finding either the impulse response function h(t)
computation of all moments of the response. In or the harmonic response function H( w) for the
fact, certain equations governing the moments of entire system as a sum of such response quanti-
the response can be derived directly from a ties for the modes. Stochastic analysis then uses
Kolmogorov equation even if the solution of that h(t) in the Duhamel integral or H(w ) to find
equation is not known, frequency components without explicit reference

to the MDF nature of the system. Alternatively,
The Kolmogorov equations are usually applied expressions for the stochastic response of each
only when certain simplifications can be made in mode can be obtained, followed by superposition ,
order to limit the derivatives in the equations to of stochastic modal response quantities. In
second order. One such simplification -- assum- addition to the individual modal responses,
ing that the excitation of the system has the however, cross-correlations between various
normal probability distribution -- assures that the modal responses must be considered.
response of a linear system is also normally
distributed. Knowledge of only first and second The governing simultaneous equations in the
order moments of the response thus provides a state space method of analysis can be written
complete description of the probability distribu- either for an entire MDF system or for modal
tion. In this special case, therefore, the Kol- response quantities. Modal coupling causes no
mogorov equations for the probability distribution difficulty in formulating these equations for the
of X(t) for a linear system provide information entire system. Thus, it is convenient to use this
that might also be obtained from a fairly simple method with any standard algorithm to solve the
state space analysis. Another situation in which simultaneous equations for numerical values of
an appropriate simplification of the Kolmogorov the response moments for an MDF system with
equations occurs is when a lighdy damped system coupled modes. The method is perhaps less
is excited by a broadband excitation, and terms desirable than the Duhamel integral if analytical
proportional to second or higher powers of expressions for the response quantities are de-
damping are neglected E14]. sired.

For other problems Kolmogorov analysis yields RESPONSE OF NONLINEAR SYSTrMS
results not readily obtained in other ways. One
example involves determination of the probability Linear dynamic models are appealing for struc-
distribution of the amplitude of a response ra]. tural engineering applications because they are
Another problem for which Kolmogorov analysis relatively easy to analyze compared to nonlinear
is useful is the probability distribution of the models. Furthermore, for many problems linear
time for X() to first teach some specified state models yield qualitatively accurate results that
(perhaps a failure state). This is the so-called are only marginally incorrect quantitively.
first-passage problem [191. In Kolmogorov However, in several cases involving strong
analysis this problem can be handled by making dynamic excitations, such as seismic loads, struc-
the specified state an absorbing state; the proba- rural components are expected to exhibit severely
bility of being in the state at time t is then nonlinear behavior. In addition, nonlinearity may
identical to the probability that the time of first be involved in the determination of certain struc-
arrival is not greater than t. Introduction of such rural loads. For example, loads induced by ."-c
an absorbing state into the Kolmogorov analysis ocean waves are nonlinear functions of both,

6 S-. . . . . . ....-. .
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water velocities and response velocities. In tion to the fact that the numbers are reproduc-
general, nonlinear behavior of a structural system ible; the sole element of randomness is that they
is associated either with material or geometrical form an erratic sequence with an extremely long
aspects. Furthermore, nonlinear structural re- period of return.
sponses can be classified as either elastic or
inelastic. Proper processing of pseudo-random numbers can

yield samples that belong to ensembles for
The advent of modern computational methods and random excitations with preselected marginal -'

maturation of the field of random vibration have probability densities and spectral characteristics
, led to the development of methods for both [4,5]. After a single sample of the random

exact and approximate analyses of stochastically- excitation is generated, the structural response
S. excited nonlinear systems. In many respects can be computed by any standard commercially
, these techniques are conceptually similar to those available code for numerical integration of non-

already described for linear systems. linear structural dynamics problems. Other
excitation samples can then be generated and

The class of problems of nonlinear random used to obtain structural response samples. If a
vibrations that lend themselves to exact solutions large number of records of the response can be
is strikingly limited. If the excitation can be generated, the derived ensemble can be used to
modeled reasonably accurately as a white noise, determine with good accuracy the statistics of
the structural response can be taken as a Markov- the nonlinear structural response.i an process that satisfies a Kolmogorov equation. .-,_.

The most general class of SDF problems for
which a stationary or steady-state solution can be Unfortunately, the degree of fluctuation of the
determined exactly has been given [14]. Al- statistics determined by this procedure decreases
though this equation includes several standard with the square toot of the numbers of records
problems, for example, the Duffing oscillator, it simulated, and the cost of the computation in-
does not include some crucial models of vibrat- creases almost linearly with the number of
ing structural systems; e.g., the Van der Pol records. Thus, Monte Carlo simulations, espe-
oscillator. It is safe to state that exact solutions cially for MDF systems can be cosdy in terms
are rare or nonexistent for the nonstationary, or of computational time. However, in many situa-
transient, probability distributions of Markovian tions time averages over a single adequately long
models of nonlinear structural systems. This response sample can be used as a substitute for
comment is particularly appropriate with regard ensemble averages. The equivalence of time
to the solution of MEF nonlinear structural sys- averages and ensemble averages is called ergodi-
tems exposed to random excitation, city; in most practical situations it is assumed F4i0

rather than proved. Time averages can econo-
An alternative approach to determining with any mize computation time by avoiding the simulation
preselected reliability the exact response statis- of a large number of response records. Ergodi- '..
tics of nonlinear structural systems exposed to city, for example, can be used as an approach to

• random excitation is based on procedures involv- the dynamic analysis of structures exposed to
ing purely numerical random experiments; these ocean wave loads that are described probabiist-
experiments are commonly known as Monte Carlo ically. On the contrary, this approach is not

* simulations [20,21]. The qualifier Monte Carlo logical in probabilistic analyses of structural
is attributable to von Neumann and his collabora- responses to seismic loads that are inherently
tors, who introduced it as a code name for their transient and thus non-ergodic. :- -
classified work on neutron diffusion problems -'.-
during World War IL In connection with nonlinear
structural dynamics problems, the concept of the The great difficulty in dealing exactly with
ensemble average is the theoretical basis for use problems of nonlinear vibration of stochastically
of Monte Carlo simulation. Specifically, a large excited structural systems has led to an intensi-
number of time history samples are numerically fied effort to develop methods of approximate
simulated and are considered representative of an analysis [6,8,11,15,18,22-28]. These methods can

* infinite ensemble of possible time histories, be classified into two categories [22]. One
Although in the past Monte Carlo studies were category includes methods applicable to the
conducted by using either analog or digital solution of such partial differential equations as
computers, digital computers are now used the Kolmogorov equations that describe the

" almost exclusively. The fundamental element of evolution of the probability density function of
" any digital Monte Carlo study is generation of the response. The other class includes methods

pseudo-random numbers with a preselected directly applicable to the differential equation
' probability density. The word pseudo calls atten- that governs the motion of the structure.

7 -. "
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The techniques directly applicable to the Kol- nally, this information is used to estimate the -
mogorov equations are for the most part limited statistics of the original nonlinear system.
to SDF. In connection with structural engineer-
in& problems, the methods applicable to the Because the stiffness and damping of the equiva-
equation of motion deserve greater consideration, lent linear system depend on the response statis-
Three of the methods considered below are the tics, the procedure requires solution of a set of
perturbation method, the stochastic averaging nonlinear algebraic equations (stationary prob-
method, and the statistical linearization method. lems) or differential equations (nonstationary

problems). Solution can be accomplished by tAM
The perturbation technique was developed for using any commonly available software package
weakly nonlinear systems; it is an adaptation to for numerical solution of algebraic or differen- .,'
random vibration of the well known asymptotic tial equations.
method that is applicable for deterministic ally
excited systems [6,8,22-24]. The nonlinearity of This method is reasonably accurate and remarka-
the system is quantified by a small parameter bly versatile. Indeed, the approximate solutionr .e ; system response is expressed in a series error is not excessive. Further, the method can

involving terms of ascending order of E . Col- be applied for MDF structural systems that are
lecting terms of like power in E leads to a exposed to either stationary or nonstationary

cascade of linear random vibration problems that excitation and exhibit elastic or inelastic nonline-
can be solved sequentially. This versatile tech- arity. The most expeditious procedure for deal-
nique can treat stationary and nonstationary ing with inelastic systems is to use differential
random vibration problems. Powever, due to equations. This approach leads to an augmented
practical considerations, it is seldom used in a dynamic system that combines the equation of
format that involves terms higher than first order motion of the original system and differential
in the parameter e . equations representing structural hysteresis [301.

The method of statistical linearization has been
Another technique for random vibration analysis used extensively in structural engineering appli-
of nonlinear systems, commonly referred to as cations, particularly in connection with earth-
stochastic averaging [8,11,14,18,19,29], is appli- quake engineering and offshore engineering
cable when the damping of a structure is light problems.
and the excitation is broad-band (nearly white
noise). Stochastic averaging has been introduced CONCLUDING REMARKS
on a physical basis [11] and has been examined
on a mathematical basis by several researchers. Several methods of random vibration analysis
The main concept is to extend averaging tech- appropriate for structural engineering applications
niques used in deterministic vibrations to stochas- have been discussed. Any of these methods
tic dynamics so as to obtain a first order deals either with the equation of motion of the C .

differential equation of a Markovian model of an structure or with partial differential equations
appropriate envelope of the response. The most governing the evolution of various probability
common envelope is the total energy of the densities of the response. The choice of a
oscillatory system. The procedure can also be stochastic method may be somewhat arbitrary.
used to address both stationary and nonstationary The relative advantages and disadvantages must
problems. In fact, it can provide reliable ap- be considered, but personal preference for or
proximate analytical stationary solutions for a familiarity with one method or another also plays
broad class of problems. a part.
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THEORET/CAL STUDIES ON FLEXURAL WAVE PROPAGATION IN BEAMS:
A COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW - PART I HITORICAL BACKGROUND

N.M. AI-Moawi 
m

Abstract. A comprehensive review related to the and finite bars with arbitrarily prescribed end
problems of flexural wave propagation in beams conditions. In addition, their solutions involve
is presented in three para. Part I is a histori- such complicated mathematics that, from an
cal background. Part U describes the use of engineering point of view, they have little practi-
TImoahenko beam theory, including the effect of cal value. "
shear distortion and rotatory inertia, for vibra-
tienal and transint analysis of beams. Pat I The Timoshenko theory [4] is the only approxi-
covers elastic stress wave propagation in beams mate theory that contains the essential features
with discontinuities of cross section. of the exact theory in simplified form. This

theory leads to more accurate solutions than the
The behavior of structural elements under impact Euler-Bernoulli theory because the effects of
loading is a subject of great interest in dynami- shear deformation and rotatory inertia are in-
cal structural analysis. When forces are applied cluded in the governing equations. However, the
to an elastic body over a very short period, the Timoshenko theory provides for only two modes

" response should be considered in terms of wave of transmission and consequently two branches of
propagation theory. the dispersion curve; the exact theory provides

an infinite number of modes and an infinite
Beams are among the simplest engineering struc- number of higher branches of the dispersion
tures, but the propagation of waves can be curve.

complicated by such boundaries as end surfaces .

and abrupt changes that cause reflections. It is hoped that the need for an extensive review'
of the work that has been carried out in the ,

The study of transient waves has important field of flexural wave propagation will be met
implications and applications for structures sub- at least in part by this paper. Wave propagation
jected to impact. The revival of interest in in beams with discontinuities of cross section is
elastic wave propagation during the last three discussed as an important practical example for
decades has been possible because of the rapid structural elements. This survey of theoretical -

development of computing facilities and experi- publications in the field of flexural wave propa-
mental equipment. gation in beams is also intended to demonstrate

the importance of the Timoshenko beam theory
The problems of flexural wave propagation in as a vehicle for numerical solution of such
beams have not been so extensively treated as problems. .-..

have the problems of longitudinal wave propaga- '-
tion. This is due to the complexities involved in This brief history is based on books that include.
the propagation of flexural waves and their a comprehensive survey of the history of the -

dispersive character. theory of elasticity [5,II,123. The theory of .'"-";.-
transverse waves in elastic solids had its begin-

The Eulet-Bernoulli [I] theory is inadequate for nings in the 18th century work of Leonard Euler
the study of transient bending waves because it and Daniel Bernoulli. They derived the partial

leads to the physically impossible conclusion that differential equation governing the flexural vibra-
disturbances are propagated instantaneously; the tion of a bar by varying the strain-energy func-
theory also neglects the effects of shear defor- tion; they had already used this function to r
mation and rotatory inertia, express the work done in bending. ''m t

An exact theory based on the theory of elasticity The concept of transverse vibration transmitted
dates from the 19th century; Pochhammer [2] through a medium was originally based on a .'-,-

and Chree [3] investigated the case of infinitely theory developed by Fresnel in 1816. He used
long beams of circular cross section. However, the concept of transverse waves to explain the
their equations cannot be applied to semi-infinite propagation of light, which was at that time

* University of Aberdeen, Department of Engineering, Kings College, Aberdeen, Scotland
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thought to be a disturbance propagating in an difference in E values obtained by statical and
elastic ether. Navier investigated in 1821 the vibrational methods is extremely small. He did
theory of transverse body waves. His general not consider the effect of angular rotation of the
equations of equilibrium and vibration of elastic cross section of the rod [5]. '
bodies considered forces acting between individ- ..
ual molecules of a deformed elastic body. A Baree de Saint-Venant made wide-ranging contri- .'

" year later Cauchy elaborated much of the theory butions to the theory of longitudinal and trans-
of elasticity including the dynamic equations of verse impact. In 1853 he considered the problem
motion. He introduced the concepts of strain of a central impact on a simply supported beam
and stress that greatly simplified the derivation of uniform cross section and based his solution
of the equations. His stress-strain relationships on different modes of vibration. His calculations
for isotropic materials were based on two as- of deflection at the middle coincided with earlier

" sumptions: that the relationship is linear and ones by Cox, who had considered only the first
that the principal planes of stress are normal to and most important term of a series representing
the principal axis of strain. Cauchy later treated the maximum deflection. However, Saint
the problem of longitudinal impact of two rods Venant's solution for the problem of transverse
of the same material and cross section. He impact was not complete because he did not
wrongly concluded that an impulse terminates consider local deformation at the point at which
whenever the two bars have different velocities an impinging ball strikes the beam. In addition,
of impact. his assumption that the ball remained in contact

with the beam until its deflection was greatest is
Poisson in 1829 discussed three equations of not realistic. Furthermore, the solution did not
equilibrium and three conditions at the boundary. apply if the bar was very long and the striking
-Ie proved that these equations are not only ball had little weight but a very high impact

necessary but also sufficient to assure the equi- velocity.
librium of any portion of the body. He suc-
ceeded in integrating the equations of motion and However, Saint-Venant did make important con- .- -
showed that, if a disturbance is produced in a tributions to the theory of elasticity. He exam-
small portion of a body, two kinds of waves ined the assumptions of the elementary
result. The dilatational wave was associated with Euler-Bernoulli theory of bending -- that the
particle motion normal to the wave front and cross section of a beam remains plane during
accompanied by a volume change. The distor- deformation and that the longitudinal fibers of a
tional wave was associated with particle motion beam are in a state of simple tension or com-
tangential to the wave front where distortion pression. Saint-Venant showed that these two
occurred without volume change. The first and assumptions are fulfilled only in uniform bending
faster wave is also called the irrotational wave; when the beam is subjected to two equal and
the other wave is also called the equivoluminal opposite couples applied at the end. The as-
or transverse wave. sumptions are not applicable to the case of

transverse bending, in which shearing stresses
It was soon realized that the problem of wave cause warping of the cross section; the cross . "
propagation in an elastic solid should be investi- section does not remain plane during bending.

*gated in ways other than those used for normal Saint-Venant pointed out the accuracy of the
modes of vibration. Poisson and Ostrogradsky Euler-Bernoulli theory for flexural vibration and
used a synthesis method of simple harmonic suggested important corrections. He was not
solutions of the initial distribution of displace- only interested in statical stress-analysis but also
ment and velocity to determine displacement at studied the dynamical action of loads moving
any point and at any time. along a beam and various types of impact prob-

lems that produce lateral and longitudinal vibra-
Poisson attempted in 1833 to solve the problem tions.
of longitudinal impact of two bars previously
treated by Cauchy. Poisson used a method of Saint-Venant also formulated the principle that
integrating trigonometrical series; a general carries his name. According to this principle.
solution was extremely difficult. An error in the the effects produced by deviation from assigned
analysis led him to conclude that, when bars are laws of loading are unimportant except close to
of the same material and cross section, they the ends of a bent beam, where the loading
never separate unless they are equal in length. produces merely local perturbation. The practi-

cal condition for which the principle is valid is
Around the middle of the 19th century Seebeck that the length of a beam should be many times
presented an equation for the transverse dis- greater than the largest cross sectional dimen-
placement of an elastic bar. He showed that the sion.
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Bresse [6] discussed the longitudinal and lateral the action of a static compressive force; he used
vibrations of rods and considered moment of the analogy as an approximation for the actual
inertia and shear distribution over the cross dynamic loading.
section in connection with work on arched struc- 11 %
cures. He suggested correction terms for both The Saint-Venant theory sufficiently approximated
rotatory inertia and transverse shear. However, the state of strains and stresses at considerable
his equation for transverse vibration of uniform distances from the point of loading and support.
simply supported beams included a term that The impact forces in the immediate vicinity of
accounted only for the effect of rotatory inertia, the impact point could be determined more

successfully by the lertzian theory. Saint-Venant
then presented a detailed theory of the transverse

In the 1860s Saint-Venant used the equation of impact of bars. ie included analytical and
vibration to study the collision of two rods of the numerical solutions for various problems of bars
same material and with the same cross section; vibrating transversely with loads attached.
he used arbitrary functions for various impact
velocities of bars of different length. He derived Boussinesq suggested in 1895 a general wave
the most important relation for the duration of solution of the equation of motion for longitudi- ... ,
impact as 21/c, where I is the length of the nal impact in the form of forward and backward
shorter bar and c is the velocity of sound traveling waves. He also used discontinuous
(Ut7'). Saint Venant also discussed the problem functions to study the problem of transverse
of longitudinal impact of beams in the form of vibration of a uniform bar for various types of
truncated cones. He obtained solutions by loading.
lengthy trigonometrical series. His graphic solu-
tions for values of velocity and displacement can Lord Rayleigh [8] discovered a third type of
be considered the first x-t diagrams constructed wave that propagates parallel to the surface with
for impact problems. a velocity slightly less than the velocity of a

distortional wave. This wave, called a Rayleigh
surface wave, decays exponentially toward the

Saint-Venant also presented trigonometrical solu- interior of the body.
tions for the problems of a prismatic bar fixed '
at one end and subjected to the influence of Pochhammer [2] used the general theory of L'
transient compressional wave due to a longiudi- elasticity to investigate longitudinal, torsional, and . ]
nal impact at the other end. His solution was flexural vibrations of an infinitely long beam of
based on the assumption that the striker becomes uniform circular cross section. He used an
rigidly attached to the end. He summed the infinite harmonic wave train to express displace-
first few terms of the trigonometric series and ments in the general transcendental frequency
was able to find the motion of the bar end. But equations as a product of sinusoidal and Bessel
the series used to calculate stresses did not functions. For the lowest branch of the fre- "-" ","
converge rapidly enough to allow the computation quency equations he obtained first and second
of an accurate result. He pointed out the need approximations for extensional (longitudinal) ,,

to use a closed form expression for the solution waves and a first approximation for flexural
instead of infinite series, waves. It is extremely difficult to use these

complex equations to study transient flexural
Solutions in terms of finite discontinuous func- wave propagation problems, but they have been
tions were obtained independently in the early guides in the use of approximate wave theories.
1880s by Boussinesq, Sebert and Hugoniot and The same equations were given by Chree [3].
Saint-Venant. Saint-Venant used his solutions to
graphically represent successive stages of the
longitudinal impact of a bar for entire duration Wave propagation involving dispersion is impor-
of impact as well as various ratios of the mass tant for investigations related to flexural wave Z
of the bar to that of the striking mass. problems. Cauchy and Green discussed the

propagation of plane waves through a crystalline
Saint-Venant investigated wave propagation in medium and obtained equations for the velocity
bars, basing his research in part on the assump- of propagation in the 1830s. Hamilton investi-
tion that bars made simultaneous contact over the gated the velocity of propagation of a finite train
entire area of the end; this condition is ex- of waves in a dispersive medium in his work on
tremely difficult to achieve. A modification of the theory of light. Kelvin's group method of
the theory suggested by Elertz [7] was based on approximating integral representations of disper-
an electrostatic analogy for the contact of two sive waves was included in his work on water
elastic bodies with curved contact surfaces under waves in 1887.
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BOOK REVIEWS

CORROSION FATIGUE spectral evaluation of an irregularly corrodedsurface.

T.W. Crocker a B.N. Leis, eds. The ninth paper covers the effects of micro-
ASTM Pub STP 801 structure and frequency on the corrosion-fatigue ., "

ASTM, Philadelphia, PA crack growth in two metal specimens. The .

1983, 531 pages following paper covers corrosion-fatigue crack-
growth characteristics of several HY-100 weld-ments with cathodic-potential. Residual stresses "'' '

Corrosion fatique occurs in atmospheric moisture of welds were more significant than environ- 'A-.
and in deleterious (corrosive) environments: in mental effects on crack growth behavior. '- -'
the petroleum industry, in power plants and
nuclear reactors, and in all forms of transports- The next paper is concerned with fatigue crack
tion. Linear fracture mechanics plays an impor- propagation rated in aluminum alloys. Another
tant role in the interpretation of corrosion paper reports on the effect of microstructure and
fatigue, as do chemistry and metallurgy. Metals strength of small low alloy steels in cyclic crack
such as aluminum, titanium, and steel alloys are growth in high temperature water. The following
affected by the presence of water during fatigue paper covers the fractography and mechanisms
testing. Titanium and steel alloys are also af- of environmentally enclosed fatigue crack growth r.P P_*-_
fected by dry hydrogen. As stated by the edi- propagation of steel used in reactor pressure C' ;-.
tots, "This book attempts to accurately reflect vessels. The next paper summarizes the chemi-

thestteofth 2t n hevarious aspects of cal effects of corrosion. A theoretical evalua- -: tf
corrosion fatigue." tion of oxygen concentration in corrosion fatigue

cracks is the topic of one paper. The next one
is a report of electromechanical* aspects of

'Me book consists of two major parts: the first corrosion fatigue in steel in a sodium-chloride
contains papers on mechanics, metallurgy, and solution. The last paper in Part I focuses on
electrochemistry. The remaining six papers environmental influences in aqueous fatigue
comprise the second part on engineering as- growth rates of HY-130 steel.

~~~pects. .,..,

The first paper of Part II infers that corrosion
The first paper deals with the relationship be- fatigue crack growth rate data must be applied
tw¢¢n fracture mechanics and corrosion fatigue, to engineering applications. The next paper
including cyclic load frequency at short cycling details the use of specimens of one compact
time. The next paper describes tests for corro- notched carbon steel for evaluating crack initia-
sion-caused-crack initiation of four structural tion design rules in high temperature water .,,

steels. 'Me third paper reports anomalies of environments. The third paper is concerned with
fatigue crack growth retardation in steels for fatigue design stresses for unpainted weathering
offshore applications. An automated microcom- steel structures. The next paper covers corrosion
putet-aided R controlling device that measures fatigue of welded steel joints under narrow-band

crac legthand adjustment of maximum and random loading in an environment representative

minimum loads is described in the fourth paper. of North Sea conditions. The fifth paper has to
do widi the influence of weld profile on the
fatigue of welded structural steel in seawater.

The nxt paper is a report of an experimental The last paper is concerned with effects of
observation of environmental contribution to cathodic protection on corrosion fatigue. It
fatigue crack growth. The sixth paper discusses summarizes results of previous investigations by
the influence of environment and specimen thick- other workers.
ness on fatigue crack growth data. Paper seven
covers the corrosion fatigue behavior of a metal This is an excellent symposium. The roles of
specimen in a sodium chloride solution. The chemistry, mechanics, materials, and metallurgy .
tighth paper analyzes random pits in corrosion in the study of corrosion fatigue are emphasized.
fatigue. 'Me authors used a three-dimensional The reviewer recommends the book even though

..,.
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some of the information will be outdated by ductilities so that SSI will protect the structure
additional findings in a relatively short time. from excessive loads.

H. Saunders Chapter 7 contains an interesting discussion of
1 Arcadian Drive design philosophy for buried structures. How-
Scotia, NY 12302 ever, the author's recommendation of a ductility

of 3 as moderate damage for underground blast
shelters is too conservative. Cracks in typical

BURIED STRUCTURES, reinforced concrete structures can barely be
STATIC AND DYNAMIC STRENGTH detected at a ductility of 3, which is very light

damage at worst. Ductilities of 10 to 20 are
P.S. Bulson more representative of moderate damage in

Chapman and Hall/Methuen, Inc. reinforced concrete blast shelters. Much larger
New York, NY ductilities could be allowed in metal blast shel-
0-412-21560-8 tts.

1985, 227 pages, $42.50
The author's recommendation to use peak over-

This book combines theory, experimental data, pressure and a dynamic load factor (DLF) of 2
and practical design considerations for buried for elastic design of buried structures is also too
structures. The author does a commendable job conservative. For the relatively low peak over-
of summarizing theory and existing data on the pressures and burial depths discussed, a rise time
phenomena of soil-structure interaction around to peak pressure as well as some decrease in

* buried structures. He has drawn on his consid- peak overpressure will occur at the roof inter-
erable experience over the past three decades to face. Therefore, a DLF equal to 1 for elastic . . .'. .
put together a text that should be useful to both designs is more reasonable for long duration
designers and researchers. loads -- perhaps less than I for relatively short" load durations.

There is an especially good summary of the l

general principles of soil arching for static Overall, the book is an excellent reference on .,

loads. However, properties given in the section soil-arching phenomena as they relate to buried
on cohesive soils are for drained conditions; structures. It should be helpful to designers,
these conditions should both be used for dynamic especially those working with static loads on
loads. The chapters on thick- and thin-walled buried pipes and tunnels. The only shortcoming "."'
pipes, noncircular pipes, closed cylinders, and is in the treatment of dynamic loads and struc-
shells under static loads are of value, as is an tural design for buried blast shelters. This is
excellent summary of experimental data and probably due to a lack of data from buried
practical considerations for designs. structures damaged in dynamic tests.

The major shortcoming is in the treatment of S.A. Kiger
structures subjected to dynamic loads. The USAE Waterways Experiment Station
guidelines given do not include dynamic soil- P.O. Box 631
structure interaction (SSI) effects, probably be- Vicksburg, MS 39180-0631
cause no significant structural damage occurred
in any of the tests that were reviewed. More
recent data from dynamic tests on shallow-buried MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS
structures indicate a significant reduction in WITH APPLICATIONS
interface loads as a result of SSI at burial
depths as shallow as 20 percent of the roof A.C. Walshaw
span. Ellis Horwood, Ltd.

1984, 197 pages, $34.95
The section on the use of backpacking to reduce
dynamic loads has several drawbacks that are This book satisfies the aim set forth by the
not pointed out in the text. For example, the author at the outset: to provide students in the
backpacking material will generally degrade or early stages of degree and diploma courses with
fill with water or soil over a period of time and a gradual and straightforward approach to the
no longer be effective. Also, backpacking will subject of mechanical vibrations. It will be ..-.

0 not help in a repeated loading because it is useful at the introductory level for students and
already in a locking state. A better suggestion practical engineers. For this intended purpose,
than backpacking is to backfill with a material the topics covered are complete, except that a "
of high-shear strength and to design for larger brief introduction to such modern computational
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methods as numerical integration procedures and many simple experimental setups for observing
transfer matrix methods would have been desir- various vibration phenomena. Working through

able. In general, the book is easy to read and these experiments would be an interesting way to

diagrams should lead to a better understanding by the first time.
the reader of the component forces involved in
mechanical vibrations. The graphic illustrations T.S. Sankar
ate well presented and easy to follow. A useful Concordia University
and novel aspect of the book is that it suggests Montreal, Canada
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SHORT COURSES

MAY ROTATING MACHINERY VIBRATIONS
Dates: May 19-21, 1986
Place: Orlando, Florida
Objective: This course provides participants ""
with an understanding of the principles and

MACHINERY DIAGNOSTICS practices of rotating machinery vibrations and
Dates: May 5-9, 1986 the application of these principles to practical
Place: Carson City, Nevada problems. Some of the topics to be discussed
Dates: June 16-20, 1986 are: theory of applied vibration engineering
Place: Carson City, Nevada applied to rotating machinery; vibrational
Dates: June 24-27, 1986 stresses and component fatigue; engineering
Place: Denver, Colorado instrumentation measurements; test data acquisi-
Objective: This seminar instructs rotating tion and diagnosis; fundamentals of rotor
machinery users on transducer fundamentals, the dynamics theory; bearing static and dynamic
use of basic diagnostic techniques, and inter- properties; system analysis; blading analysis; life
preting industry-accepted vibration data formats estimation; practical rotor blading-bearing
to diagnose common rotating machinery mal- dynamics examples and case histories; rotor
functions. The seminar includes class demon- balancing theory; balancing of rotors in bear-
strations, case histories, and a hands-on ings; rotor signature analysis and diagnosis; and
workshop that allows participants to diagnose rotor-bearing failure prevention.
malfunctions on demonstrator rotor systems.

Conact: Dr. Ronald L. Eshleman, Director, The -.. -
CeAtact; Bently Nevada's Customer Information Vibration Institute, 101 West 55th Street, Suite
Center, P.O. Box 157, Minden, NV 89437 206, Clarendon Hills, 11 60514 - (312) 654-2254.
800-227-5514, Ext. 9682.

APPLIED VIBRATION ENGINEERING
VIBRATION AND SHOCK SURVIVABILIJITY, Dates: May 19-21, 1986
TETG, MEASUREMENT, ANALYSIS, AND Place: Orlando, Florida
CALIBRATION Objective: This intensive course is designed
Dates: May 12-16, 1986 for specialists, engineers and scientists involved
Place: Detroit, Michigan with design against vibration or solving of ex-
Dates: June 2-6, 1986 isting vibration problems. This course provides
Place: Santa Barbara, California participants with an understanding of the princi-
Dates: August 18-22, 1986 pies of vibration and the application of these
Place: Santa Barbara, California principles to practical problems of vibration
Dates: October 6-10, 1986 reduction or isolation. Some of the topics to
Place: Boston, Massachusetts be discussed are: fundamentals of vibration
Dates: November 3-7, 1986 engineering; component vibration stresses and
Place: Orlando, Florida fatigue; instrumentation and measurement engi- "--
Objective: Topics to be covered are resonance neering; test data acquisition and diagnosis;
and fragility phenomena, and environmental applied spectrum analysis techniques; spectral
vibration and shock measurement and analysis; analysis techniques for preventive maintenance;
also vibration and shock environmental testing signal analysis for machinery diagnostics;
to prove survivability. This course will concen- random vibrations and processes; spectral den-
*tate upon equipments and techniques, rather sity functions; modal analysis using graphic CRT -,-.--
than upon mathematics and theory. display; damping and stiffness techniques for -.

vibration control; sensor techniques for machin-
" ClOfact: Wayne Tustin, 22 East Los Olivos ety diagnostics; transient response concepts and . .-.

Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93105 -(805) 682- test procedures; field application of modal -. '..
7171. analysis for large systems; several sessions on -
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case histories in vibration engineering; applied available for vibration control, including gen- .
vibration engineering state-of-the-art. eral design considerations and such control

techniques as isolation and damping. Lectures -
Cgmtact: Dr. Ronald L. Eshleman, Director, provide a sound review of vibration theory and
The Vibration Institute, 101 West 5th Street, develop the principles of vibration isolation and
Suite 206, Clarendon Hills, IL 60514 - (312) damping as they apply to particular design
654-2254. problems. Examples and case histories are used

to illustrate design approaches; participants can
solve problems during workshops.

VIBRATION DAMPING TECHNOLOGY
Dates: May 19-23, 1986 CoMtact: Dr. Ronald L. Eshleman, Director,
Place: Reno, Nevada The Vibration Institute, 101 West 55th Street, .. -
Dates: July 14-17, 1986 Suite 206, Clarendon Hills, IL 60514 - (312)
Place: Montreal, Canada 654-2254.
Dates: September 15-19, 1986 .
Place: Dayton, Ohio
Dates: January, 1987 DYNAMIC BALANCING
Place: Clearwater, Florida Dates: June 18-19, 1986
Objective: Basics of theory and application of Place: Columbus, Ohio
viscoelastic and other damping techniques for Objective: Balancing experts will contribute a
vibration control. The courses will concentrate series of lectures on field balancing and bal- saw&
on behavior of damping materials and their ancing machines. Subjects include- field
effect on response of damped systems, linear balancing methods; single, two and multi-plane
and nonlinear, and emphasize learning through balancing techniques; balancing tolerances and
small group exercises. Attendance will be correction methods. The latest in-place balanc-
strictly limited to ensure individual attention. ing techniques will be demonstrated and used in

the workshops. Balancing machines equipped t

Contact: David I. Jones, Damping Technology with microprocessor instrumentation will also be
Information Services, Box 565, Centerville demonstrated in the workshop sessions, where
Branch USPO, Dayton, OH 45459-9998 - (513) each student will be involved in hands-on prob-
434-6893. lem-solving using actual armatures, pump im-

pellers, turbine wheels, etc., with emphasis on
reducing costs and improving quality in balanc-

MACHINERY MONrITRING ing operations.
Dates: May 20-22, 1986
Place: Chicago, Illinois Comact: R.E. Ellis, IRD Mechanalysis Inc.,
Dates: June 10-12, 1986 6150 Huntley Road, Columbus, OH 43229 -(614)
Place: Anaheim, California 885-5376.
Objective: The seminar focuses on the princi-
pies of vibration measurement for rotating
machinery monitoring. Subjects covered in the
seminar include troubleshooting, calibration and JULY
maintenance of monitoring systems, and the
applications and installation of displacement,
velocity, and acceleration transducers. FLOW4NDUCED OSCILLATIONS IN ENGI-

NEERING SYSTEMS
Comtact: Bently Nevada's Customer Information Dates: July 1-2, 1986
Center, P.O. Box 157, Minden, NV 89437 -800- Place: Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
227-5514, Ext. 9682. Objective: The aim of this course is to provide

the practicing engineer with a means of identi-
fication and assessment of the crucial flow
mechanisms and flow-structure interactions

JUNE leading to vibration and noise. Throughout the
course, emphasis will be given to physical and
practical interpretation of the common features

VIBRATION CONTROL of problems occurring in mechanical-, aero-. .
Dates: June 9-13, 1986 space-, hydraulic-, and wind-engineering areas. - -
Place: San Diego, CA The course will concentrate on the physical
Objective: Participants in this course should principles of identification, analysis, and at-
leave with an understanding of the options tenuation (or cure) of oscillations, followed by
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practical case studies, during which the instruc- computational techniques will be presented. The
* tor will cover examples from a variety of computation and measurement of critical speeds

applications, vibration response, and stability of rotor/bearing
systems will be discussed in detail. Finite -"

* Contact: Dr. James Brown, Lehigh Director of elements and transfer matrix modeling will be "
" Continuing Education, Office of Continuing related to computation on mainframe compt-

Education, 219 Warren Square, Lehigh Univer- ers, minicomputers, and microprocessors. ' .
sity, Bethlehem, PA 18015 - (215) 861-3934. Modeling and computation of transient rotor

behavior and nonlinear fluid-film bearing
behavior will be described. Sessions will be
devoted to flexible rotor balancing including

FINITE ELEMENTS IN MECHANICAL AND turbogenerator rotors, bow behavior, squeeze-
STRUCTURAL DESIGN A: LINEAR STATIC film dampers for turbomachinery, advanced
ANALYSIS concepts in troubleshooting and instrumentation,
Dates: July 14-18, 1986 and case histories involving the power and * -
Place: Ann Arbor, Michigan petrochemical industries.
Objective: Presents energy formulation and
modeling concepts. For engineers requiring Contact: Dr. Ronald L. Eshleman, Director,
stress, strain and displacement information. The Vibration Institute, 101 West 55th Street,
Attendees use personal computers to develop Suite 206, Clarendon Hills, IL 60514 - (312)
models of several problems and use MSC/- 654-2254.
NASTRAN in laboratory sessions. No previous

* finite element experience is required.

* Contact: William J. Anderson, Engineering
Summer Conferences, 200 Chrysler Center, ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR NOISE CON-
North Campus, The University of Michigan, Ann TROL

* Arbor, MI 48109 - (313) 764-8490 Dates: July 17-19, 1986
Place: Cambridge, Massachusetts
Objective: Among the topics to be covered are
modern instrumentation for noise control, modal

MODAL TESTING OF MACHINES AND STRUC- analysis, sound intensity applications, active
. TURES techniques for noise control, structural and

Dates: July 14-18, 1986 vibration transmission, and airport noise and
Place: Rindge, New Hampshire monitoring systems.
Objective: Vibration testing and analysis asso-

" ciated with machines and structures will be Contact: Institute of Noise Control Engineer-
" discussed in detail. Practical examples will be ing, P.O. Box 3206 Arlington Branch, Pough-

given to illustrate important concepts. Theory keepsie, NY 12603.
and test philosophy of modal techniques, meth-
ods for mobility measurements, methods for
analyzing mobility data, mathematical modeling
from mobility data, and applications of modal
test results will be presented. FINITE ELEMENTS IN MECHANICAL AND

STRUCTURAL DESIGN B: DYNAMIC AND
Contact: Dr. Ronald L. Eshleman, Director, NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
The Vibration Institute, 101 West 55th Street, Dates: July 21-25, 1986
Suite 206, Clarendon Hills, IL 60514- (312) Place: Ann Arbor, Michigan
654-2254. Objective: Covers vibration, material nonlin-

earities, and geometric nonlinearities. Includes
normal modes, transient response, Euler buck-
ling, and heat conduction. Attendees use per-

ROTOR DYNAMICS sonal computers to develop models of several
Dates: July 14-18, 1986 problems and use MSC/NASTRAN in laboratory
Place: Rindge, New Hampshire sessions.
Objective: The role of rotor/bearing technology

.all in the design, development and diagnostics of Contact: William J. Anderson, Engineering
industrial machinery will be elaborated. The Summer Conferences, 200 Chrysler Center,
fundamentals of rotor dynamics; fluid-film North Campus, The University of Michigan, An
bearings; and measurement, analytical, and Arbor, MI 48109 (313) 764-8490
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FINITE ELEMENTS IN MECHANICAL AND become familiar with these techniques during
STRUCTURAL DESIGN C: DESIGN SENSI- the workshops. Lecture topics include: spec- L.AM
•TVrIrlES. CYCLIC SYMMETRY AND DMAP trum, time domain, modal, and orbital analysis; e
Dates: July 28-August 1, 1986 determination of natural frequency, resonance,
Place: Ann Arbor, Michigan and critical speed; vibration analysis of specific
Objective: Presents the use of design sensitivi- mechanical components, equipment, and equip- ;.--'.;

ties and optimization (2 days), cyclic symmetry ment trains; identification of machine forces
(I day), DMAP programming (2 days). Atten- and frequencies; basic rotor dynamics including
dees use MSC/NASTRAN to run sample prob- fluid-film bearing characteristics, instabilities,
lems in each topic. These methods greatly and response to mass unbalance; vibration cor-
enhance the productivity and are now becoming rection including balancing; vibration control
widely used. including isolation and damping of installed

equipment; selection and use of instrumentation; .. ' $
Contact: William J. Anderson, Engineering equipment evaluation techniques; shop testing;
Summer Conferences, 200 Chrysler Center, and plant predictive and preventive mainte-
North Campus, The University of Michigan, Ann nance. This course will be of interest to plant
Arbor, Michigan 48109 - (313) 764-8490. engineers and technicians who must identify and

correct faults in machinery.

Coztact Dr. Ronald L. Eshleman, Director,
The Vibration Institute, 101 West 55th Street,

AUGUST Suite 206, Clarendon Hills, IL 60514- (312)
654-2254.

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ENGINEERING

EXPERIMENTS

Dates: August 4-15, 19,?6 VIBRATIONS OF RECIPROCATING MACHIN-
Place: Ann Arbor, Michigan ERY
Objective: Recent developments in the field of Dates: August 19-22, 1986
testing, methods for designing experiments, Place: New Orleans, Louisiana
interpretation of test data, and better utilization Objective: This course on vibrations of reci-
of the existing data. Design of experiments procating machinery includes piping and founda-
with a small number of test pieces or runs with tions. Equipment that will be addressed includes
high dispersion is emphasized. Obtaining reciprocating compressors and pumps as well as
maximum information from limited test data is engines of all types. Engineering problems will
stressed. be discussed from the point of view of compu-

tation and measurement. Basic pulsation theory
Contact: William J. Anderson, Engineering -- including pulsations in reciprocating compres-
Summer Conferences, 200 Chrysler Center, sots and piping systems -- will be described.
North Campus, The University of Michigan, Ann Acoustic resonance phenomena and digital
Arbor, Michigan 48109 - (313) 764-8490. acoustic simulation in piping will be reviewed.

Calculations of piping vibration and stress will
be illustrated with examples and case histories.
Torsional vibrations of systems containing en-

MACHINERY VIBRATION ANALYSIS I gines and pumps, compressors, and generators,
Dates: August 19-22, 1986 including gearboxes and fluid drives, will be
Place: New Orleans, Louisiana covered. Factors that should be considered
Dates: November 11-14, 1986 during the design and analysis of foundations
Place: Chicago, Illinois for engines and compressors will be discussed.
Objective: This course emphasizes the role of Practical aspects of the vibrations of reciproca-
vibrations in mechanical equipment instruments- ting machinery will be emphasized. Case histo-
tion for vibration measurement, techniques for ries and examples will be presented to illustrate
vibration analysis and control, and vibration techniques.
correction and criteria. Examples and case his-
tories from actual vibration problems in the Contact: Dr. Ronald L. Eshleman, Director,
petroleum, process, chemical, power, paper, and The Vibration Institute, 101 West 55th Street, ..

pharmaceutical industries are used to illustrate Suite 206, Clarendon Hills, IL 60514 -(312)654-
techniques. Participants have the opportunity to 2254.
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news on currentNEW SVibration activities and events

INSTITUTE OF ENVIlONMENTAL SCIENCES
32ND ANNUAL TECHNICAL MNBTING

Amfac Hotel and Reset,, Dallas/Fort Worth Airport
may 3-9, 186-

During the week of May 5-9, 1986, the Annual Technical Meeting and Equipment
Exposition of the Institute of Environmental Sciences (KES) will be held in Dallas/
Fort Worth, Texa. The theme, "Environmental Technology -- Coming of Age,"

. acknowledges the growth and ultimate emergence of the IES and its Technical Divi-
sions as leaders in our technical arenas.

The technical program has been designed to enhance the awareness regarding the
interfaces between the IES disciplines and the IES community. For example, five
sessions will have U.S. and European Co-Chairman. All international papers will be
integrated by content within their appropriate technical session. In addition, there
are four joint sessions: Design, Test and Evaluation/Computer Applications; Design
Test and Evaluation/Contamination Control; Product Reliability/Computer Applica-
tions; Product Reliability/Design, Test and Evaluation.

The program features nine tutorials structured to provide basic and advanced trailing ".
in contamination control, vibration and shock. The Equipment Exposition promises to
be the most impressive in IES history with close to 200 exhibits. All IES technical
committees and working groups will meet to plan future activities.

For further information contact: Institute of Environmental Sciences, 940 East
Northwest Highway, Mount Prospect, IL 60056.

41ST MECHANICAL FAILURBS PIRVBNTION GROUP SYMPOSIUM
Pamxem Rivet, Marylad

October 28-30, 1986

The 41st meeting of the MFPG will be sponsored by the National Bureau of Stan-
dards, the Office of Naval Research, and the Army Materials and Mechanics Re-
search Center. These symposia have become recognized as the outstanding forum
for discussion of mechanical failure reduction as well as the development of meth-
ods to predict incipient failure. Their purpose is to aid communications among
those involved with the reduction of mechanical failures through detection, diagnosis
and prognosis (DD&P); durability evaluations; and the understanding of failure
mechanisms. The theme of the 41st meeting is: "DDaP of Rotating Machinery to !_
Improve Reliability, Maintainability and Readiness through Application of New and
Innovative Techniques."

Of particular interest is the use of vibration analysis for the detection of beating
and gear faults within gear boxes and engines. Long term goals of on-condition , "
maintenance are of primary importance. The need to address this topic was focused
by the recent widespread and successful applications of new DD&P techniques by
both the Department of Defense and industry.

For information write to: T. Robert Shives, A113 Materials Bldg., National Bureau
of Standards, Gaithetsbutg, Maryland 20899.
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 36-,4Stbilizin8 Subsynchoroo Resonance Using a

Shmm Conmected, Current Reference Power
Converter
C. Chen

ROTATING MACHINES Ph.D. Thesis, Purdue, Univ., ' 174 pp (1984)
DA8507667

vibration, Vibration control
U-743
Bpeience with a New Approach to Rotor In power systems containing series capacitor
Aereasticity compensated transmission lines, the natural
M.H. Patel, G.T.S. Done frequencies of the turbine prime movers in
The City University, London, England stream turbogenerators may become self excited r_
Vertica, 2 (3), pp 285-294 (1985) 9 figs, 9 ta- due to an unstable interaction between the trans-
bles, 5 refs mission network and the torsional modes of the

steam turbine. Such instabilities fall into the
KEY WORDS: Helicopters, Rotors, Computer general category of subsynchronous resonance
programs, Aeroelasticity (SSR). The research introduces a new counter- _.

measure to SSR using a controlled, shunt con-
Experience with an alternative procedure for nected static power converter. This method
computing the aeroelastic stability of a helicopter involved the measurement of the transmission "". -'
rotor system is described. The method is aimed system currents which are subsequently trans-
at generating the coefficients of the aeroelastic formed into a synchronously rotating frame of
equations of motion automatically on the com- reference.
puter. The main objective of the current work
is to validate the associated computer program
using three practical examples. These examples 86-746
are graded such that different aspects of the Danping Applicatons in Turbine Engines .....
program are tested. R.L. Jay, D.W. Burns

General Motors Corp., Indianapolis, IN
Vib. Damping Workshop Proc., Long Beach, CA,
Feb 27-29, 1984, AD-AI52 547, pH-1-H-24,
AD-P004 692/0/GAR

56-744 KEY WORDS: Turbine engines, Vibration damp- -
The Effect of Higher Harmonic Control (HHC) ing, Design Techniques e
an a Four-Bladed Hingeless Model Rotor
G. Lehmann An evaluation of the application of damping
Institut fur Flugmechanik, Braunschweig, Fed. treatments to turbomachinery rotating and static
Rep. of Germany components based on measured response charac-
Vertica, 9 (3), pp 273-284 (1985) 21 figs, 6 refs teristics of compressor and turbine stages was

performed. In the evaluation, data from a
KEY WORDS: Rotors, Active vibration control, shrouded fan stage, an integral turbine stage, and
Helicopter vibration two stator vane assemblies were used. From the -.

data the contributions due to material damping,
A four-bladed hingeless rotor system was used interface damping and aerodynamic damping
for application of higher harmonic control (HHC) comprising the total system damping were ob-
inputs. With the objective of obtaining a better tained. Based on these identifications a basis
knowledge of the dynamic behavior of rotor for the application of damping treatments which
forces and moments, theoretical and experimen- would be effective in controlling resonant re-
tal investigations were conducted. Wind tunnel sponse amplitudes is established.
measurements in the DNW with the DFVLR rotor
test rig included different advance ratios and
trimmed flight conditions scaled down from the .,-, -
BO-105 helicopter. After a brief description of 86-747 ... .*\,
the test equipment, the sensor arrangement, the Modal Response of a Disk to a Moving Coacen-
data acquisition and date reduction, the evalua- trated Harmonic Force
tion of the reference data is described. Y. Honda, H. Matsuhisa, S. Sato
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Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan A-acoustic power level, the volumetric, the

J. Sound Vib., 102 (4), pp 457-472 (Oct 22, hydraulic-mechanic and the degree of total
1985) 8 figs, 8 refs effect as the suitable characteristics, a descrip-

tion of the test stand, the fully automatic corn-

KEY WORDS: Disks, Modal analysis, Moving puter-aided process control, and data recordings ".% p.-t5*
loads, Harmonic excitation and processings is discussed. The measure

characteristic fields for the degree of total

The steady state response of a stationary disk to effect and the acoustic power level are given. %

a concentrated harmonic force moving in a
concentric circular path at a constant velocity is
analyzed. Formulation of the response with struc-
tural damping is derived as an eigenfunction POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

" series. The modal response is discussed in h ,-

detail, with emphasis on the vibratory modes.
The effect of imperfection in the axial symmetry
is also discussed. 86-750

Vaiable-Frequency Drives Muliply Tesional
Vibraton Problems
F.H. Wolff, A.J. Molnar .>
Engrg. Analytical Dynamics Corp.

86-748 Power, pp 83-85 (June 1985) 9 figs, 3 refs '
Punch Press Mechanical Clutch Engagememt

oise and Noise Reductioe KEY WORDS: Variable speed drives, Torsional
L.L Koss, W. Kowalczyk vibrations
Monash University, Clayton, Victoria, Australia
J. Sound Vib., JU (4), pp 527-549 (Oct 22, Analysis of torsional dynamics early in the drive
1985) 10 figs, 14 tables, 12 refs design stage prevent a wide range of torsional

excitation frequencies that may present problems
KEY WORDS: Presses, Noise reduction, Clutches later.

Results of an analysis of noise radiated during
mechanical clutch key engagement for a 170-kN,
a 230-kN, and a 300-kN punch press are pre- METAL WORKING AND FORMING
tented. Experiments undertaken to reduce the
noise radiated by replacement of the all steel
key with a composite steel-Nylatron key indicate
reductions of up to 6dB(A) can be achieved at an 86-751
operator's position. Stbility Anaysa of Chatter Vibradon in Tam-ing

Processes
M. Rahman, Y. Ito
National University of Singapore, Singapore ' -
3. Sound Vib., =1 (4), pp 515-525 (Oct 22,

RICIPROCATING MACiINBS 1985) 8 figs, 3 tables, 9 refs

KEY WORDS: Machining, Chatter

86-749 Most turning operations are carried out with use
Noise and Efficaency Analysis of Axial Piston of three-jaw chucks. The position of the jaws
Units (Gezauach-und Wirkungagradanalyse an with respect to the direction of the cutting force
AxiaIkoibenunheiten) causes a variation in the mass, damping coeffi-
R. Bavendiek cient and stiffness of the workpiece-chuck-spindle
Konstruktion, i7 (6), pp 243-249 (June 1985) 6 system, the variations being larger when the
figs, 4 refs (in German) cutting force is acting against a jaw and smaller

when the cutting force is acting along a jaw. -
KEY WORDS: Reciprocating machinery, Noise These factors are usually considered to be con-
generation stant when carrying out a stability analysis of

self-excited chatter appearing in a turning pro- "'""*
A test. stand is described for a simultaneous cess and, in consequence, the experimental ..-
determination of noise emission and efficiency of results so far presented are sometimes found not
axial piston machinery. After expounding the to agree with the theoretical ones.
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MATERIALS HANDLING EQUPMENT random vibration theory ae used to estimate the
rms and peak values of various components of
response.

86-752..',,,",

Noise Camol in Materials Hndling Systems
L.F. Yerges . ..
S/V. Sound Vib., 11 (7), pp 16-21 (July 1985) 1 86-754
fig, 5 tables Structmal Performance and Wind Speed-Damage

Cotelation in Hurricane Alicia
KEY WORDS: Materials handling equipment, A. Kareem
Noise reduction Univ. of Houston, Houston, TX

ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., 11 (12), pp 2596-2610 ..
A wealth of information on the physics of sound (Dec 1985) 14 figs, 1 table, 13 refs
and the mechanics of vibrating bodies is avail-
able to the engineer; and many excellent books KEY WORDS: Buildings, Wind-induced excitation,
and references on noise and vibration control are Design techniques
available. In this article only the information
necessary for any competent engineer to design The performance of buildings and other con-
noise out of equipment or to control the unavoid- structed facilities in the Houston-Galveston area-
able noise and vibration generated by such during Hurricane Alicia on August 18, 1983 are
equipment and its operation are discussed, described. Records obtained from 17 anemo- ._

meter sites in the Houston-Galveston area provide
estimates of the fastest mile speed at 10 m
above ground in open terrain. The wind speed
estimates at various locations are compared with

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS codes and standards for wind speed design values,"
for constructed facilities.

BUILDINGS 86-755
Wind Induced Lateral-Torsional Main of Build-

A. Tallin, B. Ellingwood
86-753 Polytechnic Inst. of New York, Brooklyn, NY
Lateral-Torsionsal Motdan of Tall Buildings to ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., 111 (10) pp 2197-2213
Wind Leads (Oct 1985) 6 figs, 5 tables, 16 refs
A. Kareem
Univ. of Houston, Houston, TX KEY WORDS: Buildings, Wind-induced excitation,
ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., 111 (11), pp 2479-2496 Torsional response, Lateral response
(Nov 1985) 5 figs, 3 tables, 28 refs

Fluctuating wind forces on tall buildings can
KEY WORDS: Multistory buildings, Wind-induced cause excessive building motion that may be
excitation, Torsional response disturbing to the occupants. A method to related

dynamic alongwind, acrosswind, and torsional
The lateral-torsional motion of tall buildings is forces acting on square isolated buildings to
investigated. For a square cross-section build- building accelerations is developed using random
ing, expressions for the alongwind, acrosswind vibration theory. Wind tunnel test data are
and torsional loading are developed through the analyzed to determine the spectra of force
use of spatio-temporal fluctuations in the pres- components and correlations among the different
sure field around the building. A simplified components of force.
formulation is used to represent the dynamic
behavior of torsionally coupled buildings by
considering a class of buildings in which all
floors have the same geometry in plan, the 86-75"6
eccentricities between the elastic and mass Equivalent Loading Due to Airplane Impact
centers are the same for all stories, and the Taking into Accoumt the Non-Linearities of
ratio of the story stiffness in lateral directions is Impacted Reinforced Concrete Buildings
about the same for all stories. Methods of J.F. Chadmail, N.J. Krutzik, T. DuBois
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Engineering System Internation GmbH, Eschborn, 56-75
Fed. Rep. Germany Performance of Bigensolvers in Modal Anatlyses
Nucl. Engrg. Des., jU (1), pp 47-57 (Feb 1985) of Nuclear Flaw Building Structures
21 figs, 2 tables, 16 refs K.R. Leimbach, V.H. Engelke, N.J. Krutzik

Kraftwerk Union AG, Offenbach/Main, Fed. Rep. -
KEY WORDS: Buildings, Reinforced concrete, Germany
Nuclear power plants, Impact response, Crash Nucl. Engrg. Des., 11 (1), pp 31-37 (Feb 1985) 1
research (aircraft) fig, 4 tables, 9 refs

The airplane impact loading condition applied to KEY WORDS: Buildings, Nuclear power plants,
a nuclear power plant building usually leads to Modal analysis
very lsrge excitations locally around the impact
point and in the overall structure. The object of The modal time history analysis of nuclear plant
the paper is to present a numerical method of building structures subjected to dynamic excita- \S,.
determining the dynamic response at characteris- tions requires the computation of free vibration
tic points of the building taking into account the modes and frequencies. The models are ex-
nonlinear behavior of locally impacted cracked tremely complex and are characterized by a
damaged concrete. The method is based on the large number of equations, a large half-band-
determination of a verified load function which, width and a large number of modes and frequen-
applied to linear elastic model of the structure, cies to be computed. In the present paper the
leads to the same response of the building (far computations are carried out with different
from the impact point) as that due to the rigid eigensolution routines on a number of large size
load function impact force applied to a more nuclear plant structural models. A number of
realistic nonlinear model of the reinforced performance characteristics are recorded to offer
concrete building. This procedure avoids long some basis of comparison for the user of such
and costly nonlinear time integration of a full algorithms.
structural model.

86-759
Optimum Building Design for Faced-Mode
Compliance
T. Nakamura, L Takewaki

86-757 Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan
Comparison of Results of Soil-Structure Iferac- ASCE J. Engrg. Mech., In (9), pp 1159-1174 .*-
tie. Analyses Based on Time and Frequency (Sept 1985) 8 figs, 2 tables, 10 refs
Domain Approaches wish Emphasis an Treatment -.. .
of Damping KEY WORDS: Buildings, Ground motion, Seismic
A. Gantayat, H. Kamil, N.J. Krutzik design
Engineering Decision Analysis Company, Inc.,

*" Palo Alto, CA A new dynamic system response quantity, re- ..
. Nucl. Engrg. Des., 85 (1), pp 39-46 (Feb 1985) 6 ferred to as forced-mode compliance, is intro-

figs, 3 refs duced for the forced steady-state vibration of a
shear building model subjected to a harmonic

KEY WORDS: Buildings, Nuclear power plants, ground motion. An optimum design problem
Soil structure interaction, Impact response, Crash subject to the constraints on forced-mode compli-
research (aircraft) ance, on fundamental natural frequency and on

minimum stiffnesses is formulated and the neces-
Comparison of results of soil-structure interaction sary and sufficient conditions for global optimal-
analyses of the reactor building of a nuclear ity are derived.
power plant using different analytical approaches
and solution procedures is presented. The
emphasis of the comparison was on the treat-
ment of damping in these different approaches
and procedures. An axisymmetric model of the 86-760
reactor building was employed. The analyses System Identification of Hysteretic Structures
were performed for the aircraft impact loadings. A.O. Cifuentes
Two different locations were used for these Ph.D. Thesis, California Inst. of Technology, 166
loadings. pp (1985) VA8508457 ,.
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I. VT T- V T- w -

KEY WORDS: Buildings, Reinforced concrete, TOWBlS

System identification techniques, Seismic re-
sponse, Hysteretic damping

The earthquake response of hysteretic structures 86-763
subjected to strong ground acceleration is stud- Investiagatim of Wind Effects an Tll Guyed
ied. Several earthquake records corresponding to Tower
different instrumented buildings are analyzed. R.T. Nakamoto, A.N.L Chiu
Based on these observations, a new model for Naval Civ. Engrg. Lab., Port Hueneme, CA
the dynamic behavior of reinforced concrete ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., 111 (11), pp 2320-2332
buildings is proposed. In addition, a suitable (Nov 1985) 6 figs, 3 tables, 19 refs
system identification algorithm to be used with
this new model is introduced. KEY WORDS: Towers, Guyed structures, Wind-

induced excitation, Experimental data

Full-scale wind velocity and structural response
data from a tall guyed tower have been analyzed

86-761 to obtain information concerning wind character- -. 4."'
Active Cmtrol of Seismic-Excited Buildings istics and dynamic response. Anemometers and
B. Samali, J.N. Yang, S.C. Liu accelerometers were installed at five stations
George Washington Univ., Washington, D.C. along the height of a tower, and orthogonal
ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., = (10), pp 2165-2180 components of wind velocities and tower accel-
(Oct 1985) 14 figs, 35 refs erations were recorded.

KEY WORDS: Multistory buildings, Seismic
response, Active control

An investigation is made of the possible applics- 86-764
tion of both the active tendon and active mass Inelsic Response of Tibldar Steel Offdmr¢ 4.

damper control systems to buildings excited by Towers
strong earthquakes. The effectiveness of both E.P. Popov, S.A. Mahin, R.W. Clough
active control systems as measured by the reduc- Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA
tion of coupled lateral-torsional motions of build- ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., lii (10), pp 2240-2258
ings is studied. The earthquake ground (Oct 1985) 23 figs, 1 table, 27 refs
acceleration is modeled as a uniformly modulated
non-stationary random process. KEY WORDS: Towers, Offshore structures,

Seismic excitation, Testing techniques
Three alternative experimental methods for

86-762 subjecting structural models of steel offshore '..'

Simplified Earthquak Analysis of Multitory towers to severe inelastic lateral loadings simu-
Structures with Foundation Uplift lating seismic effects are described. There
S.C.-S. Yim, A.K. Chopra pertain to either pseudo-static or pseudo-dynamic
Exxon Production Research Co., Houston, TX methods of loading, or to experiments performed
ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., i11 (12), pp 2708-2731 using a shaking table. These methods are evalu-
(Dec 1985) 10 figs, 12 refs ated and test results are highlighted to provide

insight into the inelastic cyclic behavior of this
KEY WORDS: Multistory buildings, Seismic type of structure.
response, Base excitation

A simplified analysis procedure is developed to
consider the beneficial effects of foundation-mat
uplift in computing the earthquake response of FOUNDATIONS -"-'
multistory structures. This analysis procedure is
presented for structures attached to a rigid * ...-.-.

foundation mat which is supported on flexible
foundation soil modeled as two spring-damper 86765 -.....
elements. Winkler foundation with distributed Influence of Foundation Flezibii an SUil-Stmuc-
spring-damper elements, or a viscoelastic half tore Imeraction
space. H.R. Riggs, G. Waas '--
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% Hochtief AG, Frankfurt am Main, W. Germany oping and interface matrix, which represents a
Earthquake Engrg. Struc. Dynam., 11 (5), pp linear elastic semi-infinite half plane, are pre-
597-615 (Sept/Oct 1985) 14 figs, I table, 9 refs sented.

KEY WORDS: Soil-structure interaction, Nuclear
reactors, Flexible foundations

The effect of the base mat flexibility on seismic
soil-structure interaction is studied for an axi-
symmetric reactor building on a soft and a stiff
soil. The dynamic response of a massless flex- 86-768

ible circular plate with two rigid concentric Juverted Sbear Modulus fo aeIdcdSi
walls, through which the plate is loaded, is Mtio
analyzed. L. Figueroa, T. Yamamoto, T. Nagai

Univ. of Miami, Coral Gables, FL
ASCE J. Geotech. Engrg., LU (1), pp 115-132
(Jan 1985) 10 figs, 22 refs

86-766 KEY WORDS: Soils, Shear modulus, Damping
Tranmi ting Boundaries and Seismic Respouse coefficients, Cyclic loading, Measurement tech-
A.T.F. Chen niques-
U.S. Geological Survey, Menqo Park, CA u
ASCE J. Geotech. Engrg., JU1 (2), pp 174-192 A previously developed technique, used mainly in .'

(Feb 1985) 8 figs, 13 refs seismology and geophysics, has been adopted to
determine the shear modulus from soil displace-

KEY WORDS: Seismic response, Soils ments measured during wave tank experiments.
This iterative inversion technique allowed the ,. .Aparametric study of the seismic response of a deemnto ftesermdlsadCuob -- -

chosen site was conducted to demonstrate the specific loss (damping) with depth within a psemet ih mn

obvious inconsistencies in computed ground bentonite clay profile. It also allowed the obser-
response as a result of different assumptions vation of both the modulus reduction and damp-
made on the transmitting boundary for the site. ing curves for large shear strain amplitudes (up •*.
The cause of these inconsistencies in computed to 7%) for the first time.
response is the departure from the ideal assump-
tion that the solid deposit below the transmitting
boundary is a linear elastic and homogeneous
half-space.

4-'..:-

86-769
86-767 Cyclic Behavior of Pavememt Base MaterialsSprin Stffnese for Bean-Column Analysis of M. McVay, Y. Taesiri...

Soil-tructure Imeractio Problems Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL
R.L. Hall ASCE J. Geotech. Engrg., 111 (1), pp 1-17 (Jan
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, 1985) 13 figs, 19 refs
Vicksburg, MS
Rept. No. WES/TR/K-85-2, 128 pp (July 1985) KEY WORDS: Sand, Pavements, Soil-structure
AD-AI58 072/9/GAR interaction, Moving loads, Cyclic loading .-

KEY WORDS: Foundations, Beam-columns, Soil- The influence of stress path on the stress-strain
structure interaction behavior of a Florida sand subject to repetitive

moving wheel loads is investigated in the labora- "" "-The study documented in this report provides a tory with conventional triaxial equipment. A

simple means of combining a two-dimensional conventional resilient modulus test with only
foundation widh a beam-column structure for use cyclic varying compressive loads and a moving
in preliminary design and analysis. The report wheel stress path involving both extension and
demonstrates that a foundation can be investi- compressive loads determined from an elastic ' ;
gated and formed independently of the structural solution were examined at different initial con-
beam-column matrix. Two procedures for devel- fining pressures.
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UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES 86-772
Finite Elemem Modeling of Imfioite Reservois
S.K. Sharan ,

Laurentian Univ., Sudbry, Ontario, Canada
86-770 ASCE J. Engrg. Mech., LU (12), pp 1457-1469
Dynamic Behaviour of Tumnela Under impact (Dec 1985) 8 figs, 20 refs- . ,
Loads '.'

J. Lysmer, P. Arnold, M. Jakub, N.J. Ktutzik KEY WORDS: Dams, Hydrodynamic excitation, ism
Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA Finite Element technique
Nucl. Engrg. Des., 8l (1), pp 65-69 (Feb 1985)
10 figs, 3 refs A technique is developed to model the effects of

radiation damping in the finite element analysis - . .

KEY WORDS: Tunnels, Impact response, Crash of hydrodynamic pressures on dams subjected to " -A
research (aircraft) a harmonic horizontal ground motion. The at

effectiveness of the proposed method is demon-
Safety related structures of a nuclear power strated by analyzing several cases.
plant are often required to withstand the effects..
of an aircraft impact load. Underground tun-
nels, carrying cables and pipes between build-

ings, also being to this class of structures. For
the design of components located inside the 86-773
tunnels the response of the structure of the Hydrodynamic Pressre os s a Dam During arth-

connection points of the components must be quakes
known. Acceleration response spectra and rela- A. Chakrabarti, V.N. Nalini
rive displacements are of major interest. Using Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore, India
finite element techniques in order to idealize the ASCE J. Engrg. Mech., 111 (12), pp 1435-1439
tunnel and the surrounding soil, the effects of (Dec 1985) 1 fig, 8 refsI the various parameters on the dynamic response r

of the tunnels are investigated. KEY WORDS: Dams, Seismic response, Hydrody-namic excitation

A straightforward analysis involving Fourier
HARBORS AND DAMS cosine transforms and the theory of Fourier

series is presented for the approximate calcula-
tion of the hydrodynamic pressure exerted on the
vertical upstream face of a dam due to constant

86-771 earthquake ground acceleration. The analysis
Dynamic Analysis of Shot-Length Gravity Dams uses the Parseval relation on the Fourier coeffi-
A.A. Kashed, W.D. Iwan cients of square integrable functions, and directly "-.
Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, MD brings out the mathematical nature of the ap-
ASCE J. Engrg. Mech., 111 (8), pp 1067-1083 proximate theory involved.
(Aug 1985) 7 figs, 1 table, 19 refs

KEY WORDS: Dams, Natural frequencies, Mode
shapes, Raleigh-Ritz method

86-774
A simplified and economical procedure is devel- Nomlinea Eadhquake-Respee Analysis of Eat&
oped to analyze the dynamic behavior of short- Dams
length gravity dams. The analysis is based on A.-W. M. Elgamal
the Rayleigh-Ritz method and an idealized Ph.D. Thesis, Princeton Univ., 330 pp (1985)
dam-reservoir geometry. The substructure DA8505157
concept is used, in which the dam is modeled as
a thick plate and the water in the reservoir is KEY WORDS: Dams, Seismic analysis, Hysteretic
treated as a continuum. The model accounts for damping
dam-reservoir interaction, water compressibility, ..-

and flexibility of the reservoir floor and sides. A simplified cost-effective analytical-numerical
The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the procedure is developed for the nonlinear hys-
dam are obtained through a free vibration analy- teretic seismic analysis of earth dams. This - "
sis, and the three-dimensional effects on these procedure can be utilized for the nonlinear
properties are illustrated, dynamic response of soil (and/or structural)
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systems. The procedure is based on a Galerkin Methods are presented for calculating the dissi-
formulation of the equations of motion in which pation of frictional energy between a rolling L
the solution is expanded using basis functions wheel and a sinusoidally corrugated rail which is
defined over the spatial domain occupied by the flexible in the vertical plane. In the absence of
dam or the soil system. The basis functions are dynamic flexibility of the track in the plane of
selected to be the eigenmodes of the correspond- the contact it is found that the frictional dissipa- " "
ing linear problem. Time histories of response tion is greatest when a wheel is on the ascending
are computed using time integration. A non- flank of a corrugation and that the amplitude of
linear elasto-plastic kinematic multi-yield sur- dissipation decreases continuously with corruga-
face, constitutive model for soil under dynamic tion wave-length.
loads is proposed.

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
#...,,. -

86-77"
Ulasto-Plastic Earthquake Shear-Response of

One-Dimensinal Berth Dam Models 86-777
A-W.M. Elgamal, A.M. Abdel-Ghaffar, J.H. The Simplified Dynamic Model, Measuremen and
Prevost Evaluation of Ride Vibration for the Combination
Princeton Univ., Princeton, NJ Unit of Agricultural Hand Tractor and Trailer
Earthquake Engrg. Struc. Dynam., j_ (5), pp Wu Qi-Ya, Su Qing-Za, Wang Jin-Wen, Fan
617-633 (Sept/Oct 1985) 14 figs, 30 refs Yong-Fa

Jiangsu Inst. of Technology, Thenjiang, Jiangsu,
KEY WORDS: Dams, Seismic response, Nonlinear China
response Vehicle Syst. Dynam., Ui (6), pp 367-385 (1984)

13 figs, 20 refs
A simplified analysis procedure for the nonlinear
hysteretic earthquake-response of earth dams is KEY WORDS: Tractors, Articulated vehicles,
presented. The dam is modeled as a one-dimen- Road Roughness, Modal Synthesis, Ride dynamics
sional hysteretic shear-wedge subjected to base
excitation. The hysteretic stress-strain behavior A mathematical model of four degree-of-freedom
of the dam materials is modeled by using clast- of a combination unit is developed, formulated
o-plastic constitutive equations based on multi- by the modal synthesis technique. The spectral .
surface kinematic plasticity theory. The method matrix of the acceleration response of the
is based on a Galerkin formulation of the equa- combination unit is derived on the basis of the
tions of motion in which the solution is expanded model. The relationship between the spectral
using eigenmodes of the linearized problem matrix and the road roughness spectrum is also
defined over the spatial domain occupied by the given.
dam.

POWER PLANTS

ROADS AND TRACKS

56-778

Principles of Earthquake Design for Nudear
5-776 Power Plants in the FRG - A Critical Review
Periodic Microslip Between a Rolling Wheel and and a Realistic Approach ".
a Corrugated Rail M. Hintergr;ber, R. Wittmann
S.L. Grassie, K.L. Johnson Kraftwerk Union AG, Erlangen, Fed. Rep.
Cambridge Univ., Cambridge, England Germany
Wear, 0JU (4), pp 291-309 (Feb 15, 1985) 9 figs, Nucl. Engrg. Des., 11 (1), pp 83-88 (Feb 1985) 1
Is refs fig, 1 table, 1 ref

KEY WORDS: Track roughness, Rail-wheel inter- KEY WORDS: Nuclear power plants, Seismic """.
action, Energy dissipation design
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The principles of earthquake design for nuclear 86-781
power plants in the FRG are recorded in the Vibratos of Nudear Fuel Assemblies: A Simpli- L
German nuclear safety standard KTA 2201.1. fied Model
The regulations are based on US regulations J. Planchard
which results at least in an overestimation of the Electricite de France, Clamart, France
earthquake risk in Germany. On the basis of Nucl. Engrg. Des., ai (3), pp 383-391 (June .">

this knowledge a group of German experts has 1985) 5 figs, 19 refs
drafted a new proposal for KTA 2201.1, includ-
ing several basic modifications. KEY WORDS: Nuclear reactor components, L law

Nuclear fuel elements, Fluid-structure interaction J.-

The resonance frequencies of nuclear reactor
cores is studied. The homogenized equations are

6-779 obtained by representing the coupled cooling
Dynamic Behavior of Boiling Water Reactors fluid-rod system as an equivalent continuous
J. March-Leuba material. The homogenized dynamical equations ..

Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of Tennessee, 295 pp (1984) are also derived and numerical procedures are
DA8506902 presented.

KEY WORDS: Nuclear reactors, Dynamic stability

A study of the basic processes involved in boil- P w
ing water nuclear reactor dynamics is presented. 86-782
The main emphasis of this research has been Investigation of the Structural Behaviour of
placed on the physical interpretation of these Nuclear Spent Fuel Reprocessing Plant Comp.-
processes. It is shown that this type of reactors nests Subjected to Dynamic Loads
has two regimes of operation: linear, during J. Mischke, P. Leister, F.-O. Henkel
normal operation, and nonlinear, if they become Deutsche Gesellschaft fUr Wiederaufarbeitung von
unstable due to the thermohydraulic feedback. Kernbrennstoffen mbH, Hannover, Fed. Rep.
Both of these regimes are studied using low- Germany
order phpysical models. Nucl. Engrg. Des., 11 (2), pp 163-176 (1985) 16

figs, 1 table, 9 refs

KEY WORDS: Nuclear waste depositories, Nu-
clear fuel elements, Seismic response

86-780 In the planned reprocessing plant for spent
Imegration of Nondestructive Examination Relia- nuclear fuel elements in Germany, components
bility aid Fracture Mechanics and systems which form a process-technical unit
S.R. Doctor, S.H. Bush, F.A. Simonen, T.T. are integrated in a steel structure called a
Taylor module. The stability and strength of two repre-
Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, WA sentative modules under dynamic loading due to
Nucl. Engrg. Des., M6 (1), pp 21-30 (Apr 1985) 4 earthquake are investigated.
figs, 3 tables, 4 refs

KEY WORDS: Nuclear reactor components,
Pipes, Nondestructive tests, Fracture properties VEHICLE SYSTEMS
A program to determine the reliability of ultra-
sonic ISI performed on light-water reactor pri-
mary systems, using probabilistic fracture GROUND VEHICLES
mechanics (FM) analysis to determine the impact
of NDE unreliability on system safety, and to
evaluate advanced ultrasonic techniques is re-
viewed. Emphasis is placed upon the results of 86-783
a pipe inspection round robin, advanced technique Dynamic Modal Analysis Improves Body Rigidity
evaluation, joint study with Westinghouse, qualifi- J. Yamaguchi
cation document, underclad crack detection sizing Auto. Engrg. SAE, pp 81-84 (June 1985) 9 figs :"
studies, and a FM analysis using the PRAISE
code for studying inspection parameters. KEY WORDS: blodal analysis, Automobiles
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The body shell of a new compact car, stiffer in vehicle depending on the test track conditions.
torsion and bending by ten percent and 19 per Such difference is usually attributed to alters- IA
cent respectively than that of its predecessor, tions of the wheel-rail contact surfaces, only.
contributing to the car's marked improvement in This paper discusses some concurrent causes
NVH control as well as in handling characteris- which may prove far from negligible, such as ,..".'
tics, is described. The lower structure of the the effects of track defects, an amplification of
unitary body shell was designed and developed the dynamic lateral displacement between wheel - .
employing the dynamic modal analysis method, and rail on approaching the critical speed, the

track mechanical properties, and in particular the
track lateral rigidity.

86-784
Energy Disipatin Due to Vehicle/rack Imtetac-
ios 86-786
J.E. Dzielski, J.K. Hedrick Analysis Method of Head-to Vehicle Collisim'
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology, Cambridge, A. Maslowstet, J. Krutul
MA Technical Univ. of Bialystok, Bialystok, Poland

. Vehicle Syst. Dynam., U1 (6), pp 315-337 (1984) Vehicle Syst. Dynam., U (6), pp 357-366 (1984)
14 figs, 4 tables, 10 refs 7 figs, 4 refs

KEY WORDS: Rail-vehicle interaction, Energy KEY WORDS: Collision research (automotive)
dissipation, Rail-wheel interaction

A method of analysis of vehicle head-on colli-
The effects of track irregularities and wheel sion, based on the concept of dispersion of stress
profile on the amount of energy dissipated in waves in rods upon axial impact, is presented.
railroad freight vehicles is examined. A non- The mathematical model of collision studied here
linear computational model is used to determine describes the vehicle behavior in collision in
the average dissipation in the vehicle suspension terms of a one-dimensional, nonhomogeneous,
and the wheel/rail contact patches. This dissipa- nonlinear partial differential equation. A proce-
tion is a component of the total resistance force dure of model identification and some remarks
acting on the vehicle. Parametric results are concerning experimental data are discussed.
presented showing the effects of track geometry,
wheel profile, suspension design, and hunting on
train resistance.

86-787

High Speed Stability for Rail Vehicles Cosider-
86-785 ing Varying Conicity and Creep Coefficients
Critical Speed and Limit Speed in Phenomena of M. N4, J.K. Hedrick
Lateral Istabiliy ma Railway Vehicles Centro de Estudios e Investigaciones Te'chnicas
A. Bonadero, A. Elia de Guipdzcoa, San Sebastian, Spain
Fiatt Fertoviaria Savigliano, Turin, Italy Vehicle Syst. Dynam., 11 (6), pp 299-313 (1984) I
Vehicle Syst. Dynam., 1U (6), pp 339-356 (1984) 11 figs, 3 tables, 10 refs
13 figs, 9 refs

KEY WORDS: Railroad trains, Critical speeds,
KEY WORDS: Railroad trains, Critical speeds, Hunting motion
Hunting motion, Rail-wheel interaction

The critical hunti. speed of solid axle rail
A comparison between theoretical calculations on vehicles is known to be a strong function of
dynamic lateral behavior of railway vehicles and primary suspension stiffness, wheel/rail profile
experimental results shows quite a sizeable dif- geometry (conicity and gravitational stiffness),
ference between the calculated critical speed and wheel/rail friction forces (creep coefficients), " "
the actual speed at which side impact phenomena bogie/carbody inertia properties, and secondary

will repeatedly occur between wheel flange and suspension design. This paper deals with the ' -
rail (running speed limit, such impact speed problem of maximizing the critical speed through
being remarkably lower than calculated. Another design of the primary and secondary suspension ....
typical experimental aspect is that the running but with control only over the range of wheel/ -.. "
speed limit will considerably vary fur the same rail geometry and friction characteristics. v;
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SHInS C. Jermey, L.B. Schiff "

NASA Ames Res. Ctr., Moffett Field, CA
Rept. No. REPT-85215, NASA-TM-86717, 75 pp

86-788 (July 1985) N85-32094/3/GAR .. ,.
Probabilisfic Analysis of the Combined Slamming
and Wave-~mced Responses KEY WORDS: Aircraft, Aerodynamic characteris-
G. Ferro, A.E. Mansour tics
Regiatto Italiano Navale, Genoa, Italy
J. Ship Res., 21 (3), pp 170-188 (Sept 1985) 12 A wind tunnd test was conducted on the standard
figs, 3 tables, 31 refs dynamics model undergoing coning motion at

Mach 0.6. Six component force and moment data
KEY WORDS: Cargo ships, Slamming, Wave are presented for a range of angle of attack,
forces sideslip, and coning rates. At the relatively low

non-dimensional coning rate employed, the lat-
The success of implementing reliability analysis eral aerodynamic characteristics generally show a "
in structural design depends to a large extent on linear variation with coning rate. . -

the ability to combine the loads acting on the
structure, and on extrapolating their magnitudes
to obtain the extreme value of the total com-
bined load. A new theory is proposed to com-
bine the slamming and wave-induced responses
of a ship moving in irregular seas. An example
of application to a cargo ship is given and a
sensitivity analysis is conducted to determine how 86-791
sensitive the results are to some of the impor- Calculation of Transomic Steady and Oscillaw-y
tant input parameters. Pressures an a Low Aspect Ratio Model and -

Comparison with Experiment
R.M. Bennett, E.C. Wynne, D.G. Mabey
NASA Langley Res. Cat., Hampton, VA .'-*.-.

786-789 Rept. No. NASA-TM-86449, 18 pp (June 1985)
Torsional Response of Containerships N85-32092/7/GAR
P. Terdrup Pedersen
The Technical Univ. of Denmark, Lyngby, Den- KEY WORDS: Aircraft, Aerodynamic characteris-
m ark tics L -- ---

J. Ship Res., Uj (3), pp 194-205 (Sept 1985) 14
figs, 13 refs Pressure data measured by the British Royal

Aircraft Establishment for the AGARD SMP .*.,."
KEY WORDS: Cargo ships, Torsional response tailplane are compared with results calculated

using the transonic small perturbation code "
A consistent beam model for calculation of static XTRAN3S. A brief description of the analysis is
and dynamic horizontal torsional response of given and a recendy developed finite difference
c ontainerships with large hatch openings is pre- grid is described. Results are presented for five
S sented. Based on a beam theory which describes steady and nine harmonically oscillating cases,
the response of smooth hull segments and on near zero angle of attack and for a range of
discontinuity conditions which provide some subsonic and transonic Mach numbers. ... ;;..-
compatibility between closed and open cross
sections, a mathematical model is developed ,"-'-,-
that takes into account the restraining effect of
short beam-like deck strips as well as wider
deck areas. A numerical solution procedure is
presented which requires only very limited
computer core and time.

86-792
Recent Developments in Rotary-alance Teting'

AIRCRAFT of Fighter Aircraft Configratioms at NASA
Ames Research Cemter
G.N. Malcolm, L.B. Schiff

86-70 NASA Ames Res. Ctr., Moffett Field, CA
Aerodynamic Characteristics of the Standard Rept. No. REPT-85211, NASA-TM-86714, 28 pp
Dynamics Model in Cmnin Mein at Mach 0.6 (July 1985) N85-32090/l/GAR
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* KEY WORDS: Aircraft, Aerodynamic characteris- 86-795
tics, Test facilities, Wind tunnel testing Effects of Viscosity and Modes on Transadc 

Aerodynamic and Aeroelastic Characteristica of
Two rotary balance apparatuses were developed Wings
for testing airplane models in a coning motion. G.P. Gutuswamy, J.W. Marstiller, H.T.Y. Yang,
Effects of spin rate parameter and description of P.M. Goorjian
the two rigs and a discussion of some of the NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA %
results obtained in the respective tests are pre- J. Aircraft, ZZ (9), pp 756-762 (Sept 1985) 11
sented. figs, 2 tables, 13 refs

KEY WORDS: Aircraft wings, Aerodynamic
loads, Viscocity effects, Mode shapes

8673 The research reported in this paper is concerned
Bmaimation of Unsteady Aerodynamic Loads in with aerodynamic and aerodastic computations in
71Tsrulence (Ablchlasug vn stochastisdchen the transonic regime. The aerodynamic compu-
3enlasten u nmer Berucksichuigung instasoierer tations were made using small-disturbance, un-
Lufkrafte) steady, transonic theory with viscous corrections.
G. Schanzer Areas of investigation included higher structural
Institut fur Flugfiihrung der Technischen Univer- modes in addition to the fundamental bending and
sitat, Fed. Rep. Germany torsion modes in transonic aerodastic analyses.
Z. Flugwiss. Weltraumforsch., 2 (3), pp 167-178 Two wings were studied, a rectangular wing with
(May/June 1985) 21 figs, 2 tables, 27 refs (in a NACA 64A010 airfoil section, and a swept
German) wing, with a MBB-A3 supercritical airfoil sec-

tion.
KEY WORDS: Aircraft, Aerodynamic loads, "
Turbulence

A procedure to estimate the unsteady aerodynam-
ic loads when flying in turbulence is discussed. 86-79"
The degree of gust alleviation as a function of Furter Investigatione to Improve the Fatigue Life
altitude, Richardson number and mean wing of the Mirage 11D Wing Span Spar
chord can be calculated using simple formulas. J.Y. Mann, A.S. Machin, W.F. Lupson

Aeronautical Res. Labs., Melbourne, Australia
Rept. No. ARL/STRUC-TM-397, 36 pp (Jan
1985) AD-A157 896/2/GAR ,. -.-.

KEY WORDS: Aircraft wings, Fatigue life66-794 . '

The Theory of Oscillatig Thick Wings in Sub- Wing main spars of Mirage HID aircraft have -. '..

smic Flow. Lifting Line Theory undergone a refurbishment program to extend
L. Dragos their fatigue lives by the installation of interfer-
Univ. of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania ence fit steel bushes. A supplementary investi-
Acta Mech., J (3/4), pp 221-238 (Mat 1985) 15 gation has been carried out to assess two .'
ref s potential techniques for reducing the influence of

empty rivet holes (namely the installation of
KEY WORDS: Aircraft wings, Fluid-induced interference-fit steel pins and adhesively-bonded '-"

excitation aluminum rivets), and to assess the improve-
ments in fatigue life which might be introduced

On the basis of the fundamental solutions method by a redesign of the spar at the previously criti-
developed in previous papers, a theory of oscil- cal location.
lating thick wings in subsonic flow is presented.
The representation of the general solution for
arbitrary wings and the integral equation of the
problem are obtained. General solutions and
integral equations for the incompressible fluid
and for two and three dimensional motion at 86-797
Mach number one are also presented. IN the Noise Radiatin Patterns of Counter-Rotation and -
last part of the paper the theory of oscillating Unsteadily Loaded Single-Rotatin Propellers
lifting line is given. P.J.W. Block
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NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Vir- Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, India
ginia Nucl. Engrg. Des., 84 (1), pp 53-58 (Jan 1985) 7
J. Aircraft, 2Z (9), pp 776-783 (Sept 1985) 14 figs, 1 table, 5 refs -
figs, 1 table, 10 refs .

KEY WORDS: Mountings, Shock absorbers, "
KEY WORDS: Aircraft propellers, Sound, Wave Layered materials, Bars
propagation ?. .

The dynamic response of periodically layered

In order to understand the effects of installation media shows attenuation of stresses and suggests
on propeller noise, numerous measurements are their use as shock mountings. The basic at-
required to define the directivity of the noise as tenuation characteristics of a composite subjected
well as the level. An experimental study was to harmonic excitation is presented and applica-
designed to map the noise radiation pattern for bility by the response of an elastic bar with such ;..

various single-rotation propeller (SRP) installa- a mounting so as to input stress and base motion
tions and one counter-rotation propeller (CRP). is illustrated.

BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS6-New Proposed Dynamic Vibration Absorbers for
Excited Structures
H.F. Bauer
Hochschule der Bundeswehr Muenchen, Neubi-

HUMAN berg, Fed. Rep. Germany
(Vibr. Damping Workshop Proc., Long Beach,
CA, Feb 27-29, 1986, AD-AI52 547, pp DD-1 - P.. .

DD-27) AD-P004 712/6/GAR
W6798

Meter Measures Ride Comfort KEY WORDS: Dynamic vibration absorption
J.J. Wood, J.D. Leathetwood (equipment), Fluid-filled containers, Spacecraft
Wyle Labs.
SAE Paper No 85098 (P-161) Structural systems are very susceptible to oscilla-

tors. There exist not too many effective systems ., -
KEY WORDS: Noise measurement, Automobiles, to dampen the dangerous motion of the structure.
Interior noise, Human response The more effective vibration absorbers have -

some disadvantages such as the adjustment,
An extensive research program has been con- blockage and servicing. They can therefore not .-.. "
ducted to develop a comprehensive model for be employed in space structures. A new damp- .-..-

estimating passenger comfort response to com- ing device consisting of a completely filled liquid
bined interior noise and vibration environments container filled with two immiscible liquids, in
typical of transportation vehicles. This model is which the motion of the interface is able to
intended for use in designing vehicles and for effectively dampen the structure is suggested.
comparative assessment/diagnosis of ride quality
for current vehicles.

86-801

MECANIALCOM ONETSA New Procedure foe Opsimum Design of Vibes--MECHANICAL COMPONENTS Ne .O . D¢p V .- • -
tion Absorbers for Aombie Bog s
Zhengchang Xu
Ph.D. Thesis, Queen's Univ. at Kingston (Can-

ASORBERS AND ISOLATORS ads), (1985)

KEY WORDS: Vibration absorption (equipment),
Crankshafts, Automobile engines, Optimum design

Periodically Layered Composites for Atenuation A new method for determining the forced toc-
of Dynamic Loads sional vibration amplitudes and a new procedure %..

A.K. Ghosh for optimum design of a rubber crankshaft vibra- .
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tion absorber for automobile engines are pre- Bechtel Power Corp., Los Angeles and San -
sented. A complex idealized mathematical Francisco, CA
model is established. It is a multi-mass formu- Nuci. Engrg. Des., 84 (3), pp 433-438 (Feb 1985)
lation, containing all gas torques of the individ- 4 figs, 3 refs 

- '

ual cylinders and all types of damping of the
individual engine parts. In particular, the dry KEY WORDS: Nuclear power plants, Seismic -
friction damping, a nonlinear damping, caused by isolation .%_
auxiliaries is brought into the model. Finally, a 4
computer program package "DAMPACK" and its The issues involved in considering seismic isola-
user's manual are presented. tion for nuclear plants are covered. The appli-

cation of isolation techniques to non-nuclear
installations is discussed. Its potential application
to nuclear components and plants is considered
and the lack of actual, experimental verification 1% ,

56-602 of novel techniques is portrayed. A cost com-
Advances in Suspensioa and Steering parison, based on certain preliminary assumptions
A. Baker of isolated and non-isolated nuclear plants is
Auto. Engr. (UK), a0 (3), pp 26-29 (June/July made.
1985) 5 figs

KEY WORDS: Suspension systems (vehicles)

A survey of how the automobile industry is 86-805
developing is presented. The six main areas Damping Characteristic Identification fee a
that warrant attention are: active and semi-active Nonlinear Seismic Isolation System
suspension systems; air/fluid-displacement and V.P. Poterasu
rubber systems; sophisticated struts no covered Polytechnic Institute of Jassy, Romania
above, springs, including the composite variety; Nucl. Engrg. Des., 84 (1), pp 59-65 (Jan 1985) 5
power-assisted steering systems and other compo- figs, 2 tables, 11 refs
nents.

KEY WORDS: Seismic isolation, Periodic re-
sponse, Damping coefficients, Phase resonance - -

method

86-803 The steady-state response of structures to hat-
Seismic Isolatimn for Nuclear Power Plam: mnonic excitation is of both direct and indirect
Technical and Non-Tecical Aspects in Decision importance. Such a response is of obvious
Making direct importance in problems which involve
J.M. Eidinger, J.M. Kelly excitation from rotating machinery or other "' -
Impell Corporation, Walnut Creek, CA sources of steady harmonic excitation. It is also
Nud. Engrg. Des., 11 (3), pp 383-409 (Feb 1985) of indirect importance in problems involving
21 figs, 6 tables, 17 refs transient excitation where knowledge of the .. .

harmonic response may be used in estimating and
KEY WORDS: Seismic isolation, Nuclear power interpreting the transient structural response. A
plants phase resonance method is given for damping

characteristic identification of the nonlinear
Technical aspects of seismic isolation systems device seismic isolation in the harmonic excita- "
show merit for their use in nuclear power tion case.
plants. Less quantifiable non-technical aspects
must be evaluated in the decision to employ a
seismic isolation system Both aspects are dis-
cussed.

Seismic Isolation Using Sliding-latomet Bearing
Pads
R. Gueraud, J.-P. No'l-Leroux, M. Livolant,

86-804 A.P. Michalopoulos
Issues in Seismic Isolation of Nudest Power Electricite' de France - SEPTEN, Paris, France
Plants Nucl. Engrg. Des., JA (3), pp 363-377 (Feb 1985) .

A.H. Hadjian, W.S. Tseng 13 figs, 1 table, 13 refs
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KEY WORDS: Seismic isolation, Nuclear power functions) and presents a conceptual design of its
plants, Elastomers application to a nuclear power plant. The relia-

bility of the system components is demonstrated.
Seismic isolation of nuclear power plants using
sliding-elastomer beating pads is reviewed. The
foundation system involves a double taft inter-
posed with reinforced neoprene pads and friction
plates. All safety related structures are founded 86-80
on the common (or connected) upper raft(s) Nonlinear Natural Rubber Beatings fee Seismic %
which is in turn supported by a common lower Istion/.
raft founded on the subsurface soils. The char- C.J. Derham, J.M. Kelly, A.G. Thomas
acteristic features of the aseismic foundation The Malaysian Rubber Producers' Research
system is shown to offer a number of advantages Association, Hertford, England
over conventionally designed structures in terms Nucl. Engrg. Des., 84 (3), pp 417-428 (Feb 1985)
of performance, cost and safety. 5 figs, 24 refs

KEY WORDS: Base isolation, Seismic isolation,
Elastomers, Buildings .-. -

86-807 The results of a ten-year joint research program .-

Optimum (haracterimtcs of I slted Stuctures on the base isolation is summarized. Special
M.C. Constantinou, I.G. Tadjbakhsh rubber bearings have been developed which- i. ..
Drexel Univ., Philadelphia, PA protect buildings and their contents from earth-
ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., =]1 (12), pp 2733-2750 quake damage without requiring additional
(Dec 1985) 7 figs, 5 tables, 29 refs mechanical devices to enhance damping or to

avoid problems of wind movement. The lack of •"
KEY WORDS: Base isolation, Optimum design, complexity in the system makes prediction of
Seismic design, Buildings response more certain and reduces cost. The

principles of design are explained and results
The effect of frequency content of the ground given for the many experimental investigations of
excitation on the optimum design of a base the system. r..' .-
isolation system and a first-story damping system
is investigated. The ground excitation is modeled
as a filtered white noise with Kanai-Tajimi . F-.

power spectral density. The stationary response, 86-810
including peak response, is derived in closed Protection fee Structures in Extreme Eard.quakes:
form. Examples show the manner of applying Puil Base olatien (3-D) by the Swiss Sema-''
the results of an ordinary two-story structure, float System

K. Staudacher
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, ZUrich,
Switzerland
Nucl. Engrg. Des., h4, pp 343-357 (1985) 11

86-808 figs, 1 table, 6 refs
Alexisismon Isolation Engineering fee Nudear
Power Plants KEY WORDS: Base isolation, Seismic isolation %
A.S. Ikonomou
University of Pattas, Patras, Greece Full base isolation (FBI. 3-d), an antiseismic
Nucl. Engrg. Des., 15 (2), pp 201-216 (Mar 1985) concept for structures, adds vertical flexibility to
14 figs, 3 tables, 9 refs horizontal base isolation. Extensive experimental .

testing has shown FBI to be a practicable way to .
KEY WORDS: Base isolation, Nuclear power reach the final goal of earthquake protection;
plants, Seismic design i.e., elastic behavior of the structural frame in

extreme earthquakes.
This paper reviews the special requirements
regarding efficiency, licensibility (reliability) and
cost which should be met to achieve an optimum

, base isolated nuclear power plant design. It then 86-511
describes the Alexissimon-2, patented isolation New Zealand Seismic Base Ioation Concepos and ... ''-
system developed by the author, underlines its iheir Application to Nuclear Engineering
original properties (linearity and separation of I.G. Buckle
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Computech Engineering Services, Inc., Berkeley, Many aspects of the motion of a railway whel-
CA set are investigated from a model consisting of a
Nud. Engrg. Des., At (1), pp 313-326 (Feb 1985) dicone moving on a pair of circular cylinders.
11 figs, 25 refs It is shown how the exact equations of motion .'e -P

can be established for this model.
KEY WORDS: Base isolation, Seismic isolation,
Nuclear power plants _

Recent New Zealand experience with seismic V
base isolation and, in particular, that of using BLADES
mechanical energy dissipator s to control .
response, is described. The experimental and
analytical studies undertaken to validate the
technique are reviewed and the issues of relia- 86814
bility and cost are addressed. Experimestal Study of Aerodynamic Damping

(haractetidca of a Compresso Annular Cascade
in High Speed Flow and the Vionalixatio of
Annular Cascade Flow
H. Kobayashi

W5-12 National Aerospace Lab., Tokyo, Japan
Full Base Isolation for Earthqake Protectien by Rept. No. NAL/TR-838, 23 pp (1984) PB85-
Helical Springs and Viscodampers 230308/GAR (in Japanese)
G.K. HUffmann
GERB, Gesellschaft fur Isolierung mbH&Co., KEY WORDS: Compressor blades, Aerodynamic
Essen, Fed. Rep. Germany damping, Fluid-induced excitation
Nucl. Engrg. Des., L1, pp 331-338 (1985) 8 figs,
8 refs To clarify experimentally the characteristics of

aerodynamic damping of a compressor cascade in
KEY WORDS: Base isolation, Seismic isolation, high speed flow, which is an important factor of
Springs, Viscous damping blade oscillatory fatigue, the time-variant aero-

dynamic pressure acting on the blade surface of
A new system for three dimensional earthquake harmonically oscillated annular cascade in tor- 71
protection of whole structures, based on helical sional mode was measured with a Freon gas
springs with definite linear flexibility of similar annular cascade test facility over a range from
order in all three dimensions and velocity pro- high subsonic to supersonic and over a wide
portional viscodampers is described. This system range of reduced frequencies. Through these . -
has been successfully used for the installation of data, the variance of cascade aerodynamic sta-
large diesel- and turbo-generators in seismic bility for inlet flow Mach number and reduced
zones where earthquake protection has been frequency, and the effects of shock wave
combined with conventional vibration control movement due to blade oscillation on an unsteady
concepts aerodynamic force and on an aerodynamic stabil-

ity of the cascade were made clear.

TIRES AND WHEELS
a86815 A - ':

Impulsive Noise Due to Transonic Blade-Vortex
Interactin-s

86-513 Shyue-Bin Chang
The Equations of Motio of a Dicone Moving en Ph.D. Thesis, Cornell Univ., 173 pp (1985)
a Pai of Circular Cylinders DA8504496
A.D. de Pater
Delft Univ. of Technology, Delft, The Nether- KEY WORDS: Blade-vortex interaction, Helicop-
lands ter noise, Computer programs -....=c-.
Ind. J. Nonlin. Mech., 2& (5/6), pp 439-449 .-. "

(1985) 6 figs, 5 refa Two mechanisms cause helicopter impulsive .,.

noise. High-speed compressibility noise is
KEY WORDS: Railway wheels, Wheelsets, Circu- almost fully understood, but blade-vortex interac- "
lar cylinders tion noise is not yet well understood. The
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phenomenon of blade-vortex interactions on full BEARINGS
scale helicopters is shown to be fundamentally
associated with transonic flow phenomenon which -'
can be modeled as two-dimensional. A numeri- .-.
cal approach was followed to simulate the two- 66818 .--
dimensional blade-vortex interactions. Based on Lateral Dampers fee Thrust Bearigs
the LTRAN2 code which computes the low-fre- D.H. Hibner, D.R. Szafir
quency, unsteady, small disturbance velocity NASA Lewis Res. Ctr., Cleveland, OH
potential for transonic flow, a modified version Rept. No. PWA-5966-17, 63 pp (Aug 1985) 35
-- VTRAN2 -- was developed to calculate the figs, 16 refs
near-field potential of the blade-vortex interac-
tion. KEY WORDS: Thrust bearings, Damping charac-

teristics

A program focusing on the development of lat-
eral damping schemes for thrust bearings is
presented. It cans their applicability to various
engine classes, selects the best concept for each
engine class and performs an in-depth evalua-

36-816 tion. Five major engine classes were consid-
Pressure Fluctuaties an Rotor Blades Generated ered: large transport, military, small general
by Blade-Vortex Imeraction aviation, turboshaft, and non-manrated.
G. Neuwerth, R. Mufller
Technical University of Aachen, Aachen, Fed.
Rep. Germany 86-819
Vertica, 9 (3), pp 227-239 (1985) 21 figs, 13 refs A Trheoetical Model for te Study of Nurlintar

Dynamics of Magnetic Bearings .

KEY WORDS: Helicopters, Propeller blades, K.V. Hebbale
Fluid-induced excitation, Vortex-induced vibration Ph.D. Thesis, Cornell Univ., 197 pp (1985) DA

8504533
During some flight operations of helicopters the
main rotor blades pass close to or intersect the KEY WORDS: Magnetic bearings
trailing tip vortices of the main rotor. These
blade-vortex interactions (BVII generate strong A theoretical model for the study of nonlinear
fluctuating blade pressures leading to dynamic dynamics of magnetic bearings is developed. The
structural loads and impulsive noise radiation, systems modeled and studies consist of ferromag-
Currently accurate load predictions are limited netic mass and rotors suspended by the forces of
by the lack of knowledge of the tip vortex struc- attraction of one, two and four independent
ture. A special test facility, built to investigate electromagnets. In each case, the model is
the basic mechanism of BVI, is described, described by a set of first order nonlinear dif-

ferential equations. The well known open loop
instability is shown in each case.

FASTENERS
36-817

Aircraft Roa Blade with Passive Tuned Tab 86-820
T.G. Campbell Passively Damped joints for Advanced Space
NASA Ames Res. Ctr., Moffett Field, CA Structures
U.S. PATENT 4 514 143, 10 pp (Apr 30, 1985) R.W. Trudell, L. Rehfield, A. Reddy, J. Pruc-

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.-West, Hunt-
KEY WORDS: Aircraft, Rotor blades, Vibration ington Beach, CA
control, Aerodynamic loads, Structural modifica- (Vibr. Damping Workshop Proc., Long Beach,
tion techniques CA, Feb 27-29, 1984, AD-AI52 547, pp DDD-1 -

DDD-29) AD-P004 734/0/GAR AD-P004
A structure for reducing vibratory airloading in a 734/0/GAR
rotor blade with a leading edge and a trailing
edge, including a cut out portion at the trailing KEY WORDS: Joints, Spacecraft, Vibration-..
edge, is described. damping, Design techniques
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In the past, damping treatments have been added 56-823
to structure rather than designed in. This work- Dynamic imstability of the Flexible Coupler of a
progress paper describes the benefits to be Fot-Ba Mechanism.
gained by designing damping into the joints of LG. Tadjbakhah
large space structures. Also, an analysis of a Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst., Troy, NY
typical joint is developed and two new non-res- (Trans. Army Conf. Applied Mathematics and
onant test techniques are outlined. Computing (2nd), Washington, DC, May 22-25, '* .'\

1984, AD-AI54 047, pp 105-116) AD-P004 ARM
90918/GA R

P

KEY WORDS: Linkages, Four bar mechanisms
LINKAGES

Dynamic behavior of the flexible components of
mechanisms is prone to instabilities which create
resonant speed barriers. By considering small

86-821 deformations superimposed on the steady dynamic
Stability of a Manipulato With Resilient joints state equations governing evolution of distur-
G.L. Anderson bances can be obtained. For the case of
Institut CBRAC S.A., Ecublens, Switzerland mechanisms driven by periodic inputs these
J. Sound Vib., 111 (4), pp 463-480 (Aug 22, equations reduce to a system of coupled ..-
1985) 10 figs, 15 refs Mathieu-Hill equations for the amplitudes of

modes of vibration. Application of the Floquet
KEY WORDS: Robots, Linkages, Flutter theory determines the critical conditions of

speed, geometry and material properties causing
The stability of a manipulator subject to a dynamic instability.
non-conservative force applied at its free ex-
tremity is investigated. The manipulator consists
of three rigid links that are connected end-to-end
in an open chain. The stability conditions are
derived, and numerical values of the critical STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
divergence and flutter loads are computed for
various configurations of the manipulator. Sta-
bility maps and various plots of the critical loads
as functions of the angular orientation of thedistal link are included. CABLES

W6824
86-822 Vibration Analysis of Orthogonal Cable Networks
Dynamic Analysis of Robic Mnipulator* with by Transfer Matrix Method
Flexible Links B.L. Dhoopar, P.C. Gupta, B.P. Singh
Liang-Wey Chang Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India
Ph.D. Thesis, Purdue Univ., 189 pp (1984) J, Sound Vib., 10] (4), pp 575-584 (Aug 22,
DA8507666 1985) 7 figs, 1 table, 6 refs " -"

KEY WORDS: Linkages, Robots, Mathematical KEY WORDS: Cables, Chains, Natural frequen-
models cies, Transfer matrix method

A dynamic model for flexible manipulator sys- An orthogonal cable network is considered as a
tems and a solution method to solve the equa- chain of interconnected elements. One such
tions of motion efficiently are developed. The chain consists of a number of x-directed preten- . .. '
model describes the global motion of the flexible sioned straight cables meeting orthogonally a
manipulators as a large motion and a small y-directed pretensioned cable. For the analysis
motion. The large motion is represented by the of free vibration of the network, the transfer
equivalent rigid link system (ERLS) which is matrix method has been used. The formulation V.

kinematically equivalent to the real rigid link consists of obtaining transfer matrices succes- .%.

system. The small motion represents deforms- sively for a single cable, a joint, a chain and % %
tions of the system, relative to the ERLS. finally the whole network.
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BARS AND RODS Theoretical expressions for the displacement
response of an axially loaded Timoshenko beam
subjected to concentrated or distributed random O,.
loads having stationary and ergodic properties is '

86-25 presented. The method is illustrated by its V
fnfluence of Initial Imperfectins an Nelimear application to investigate the effects of axial

Free Vibratiem of Mastic Bars force on the random response of a simply sup-
1.Blishakoff, V. Birman, J. Singer potted beam acted upon by an ideal white noise.
Technion Israel Inst. of Tech., Haifa, Israel
Acts Mech., U., pp 191-202 (July 1955) 15 refs

KEY WORDS: Bars, Elastic properties, Geometric
imperfection effects

86-828
Nonlinear free vibration of elastic bars possess- Beam lemet Matrices Derived from Vlasov's 1
ing initial imperfections is studied. For the Theory of Open Thin-Walled Mastic Beams

vibration frequency the differential equation is P.O. Friberg ":

solved exactly in terms of complete elliptic Chalmers Univ. of Technology, Gothenburg, .;* -

integrals. Numerical results demonstrate that the Sweden

initial imperfections usually reduce the frequency Intl. J. Numer. Methods Engrg., 2,1 (7), pp 1205- -.

of nonlinear free vibration of elastic bats sub- 1228 (July 1985) 4 figs, 20 refs

jected to moderate compression, but there are
exceptions with the opposite effect. KEY WORDS: Beams, Dynamic stiffness, Matrix

methods

A uniform beam element of open thin-walled
86-826 cross-section is studied under stationary harmonic

A General Normal Mode Solution for the Free end excitation. An exact dynamic (transcen-

Vibration of the Rectangular Paralelepiped dentally frequency-dependent) 14 x 14 element

E.v.K. Hill stiffness matrix is derived from Vlasov's coupled

Morton Thiokol, Brigham City, UT differential equations. Special attention is paid

J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., ZJ (4), pp 1344-1347 (Oct to the computational problems arising when

1985) 1 fig, 19 refs coefficients vanish in these equations because of
symmetric cross-section, zero warping stiffness,

KEY WORDS: Rectangular bars, Normal modes etc.

A general normal mode solution is presented for
the free vibration of the rectangular parallele-
piped with arbitrary, static boundary conditions - .

and body forces. This is followed by three 
9
.-'_.

examples of the solution procedure. Dynamic 86-829
* body forces and boundary conditions are also Stability of Comtinuously Restrained Cantilevera

considered. M. Assadi, C.W. Roeder
Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA
ASCE J. Engrg. Mech., 1. (12), pp 1440-1456
(Dec 1985) 14 figs, 1 table, 26 refs

BEAMS
KEY WORDS: Cantilever beams, Torsional re-
sponse

86-827
Response of an Axially Loaded Timoshenko Beam The problem of lateral torsional stability of

" to Random Loads cantilevers with continuous elastic or rigid lat-

J.R. Banerjee, D. Kennedy eral restraint is examined via a direct variation-

University of Wales Institute of Science and al approach and in view of three major influence

Technology, Cardiff, Wales parameters. The derived free-end force bound-

J. Sound Vib., 101 (4), pp 481-487 (Aug 22, sty conditions are examined and a quandry

1985) 3 figs, 8 refs regarding their validity is addressed. The results
of an experimental study are reported, providing

KEY WORDS: Beams, Timoshenko theory, Random some guidance in assessing the buckling of con- ..

response tinuously restrained cantilevers.
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The effect of a viscoelastic (elastomeric) inset
Parameter Identificatim in Cmmimmm Models on the vibrational characteristics of a cantile-
I.T. Banks, J.M. Crowley vered beam in flexural motion is examined. The ..
Brown Univ., Providence, RI inset is placed at the support fixture of the -,"

J. of the Astronautical Sci., U (1), pp 85-94 beam. A closed form solution is obtained for '
(Jan-Mar 1985) the cyclic energy dissipation due to the inset.

The validity of analytical results are confirmed "- "
KEY WORDS: Continuous beams, Parameter by a good comparison with available test data in
identification techniques, Bernoulli-Euler method the literature. Expressions are then developed

for the effect of the inset on fundamental natu-
Approximation techniques for use in numerical ral frequency and damping ratio of the beam.
schemes for estimating spatially varying coeffi- 1. ,
cients in continuum models such as those for r .
Euler-Bernouli beams are discussed. The tech-
niques are based on quintic spline state approxi-
mations and cubic or linear spline parameter 86-833
approximations. Both theoretical and numerical Vibratios of Beams Fully or Partially Supported
results are presented. on Elastic Foundations

M. Eisenberger, D.Z. Yankelevsky, M.A. Adin
Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa,
Israel
Earthquake Engrg. Struc. Dynam., 1i (), pp

86-831 651-600 (Sept/Oct 1985) 12 figs, 14 refs
An Invesugation of the Dispersion Law for I- 7
Section Beams KEY WORDS: Beams, Elastic foundations, Natu-
J.R. Chapman, D. Butler, P.R. Brazier-Smith ral frequencies, Mode shapes, Matrix methods
The Plessey Company Limited, Somerset, England
J. Sound Vib., 1" (4), pp 563-577 (Oct 22, Exact stiffness and consistent mass matrices for
1985) 13 figs, 5 refs beams on elastic foundations are derived. Using

these matrices it is possile to find the natural
KEY WORDS: Beams, Timoshenko theory, Flex- frequencies and mode shapes of vibrations, for -
ural vibrations, Wave dispersion, Viscolastic beams fully or partially supported on elastic
damping foundations. Several examples are given.

A method for deriving the dispersion law for
I-section beams is presented, which explains
discrepancies between experiment and the Timo-
shenko beam equation. The discrepancies are CYLINDERS
accounted for by allowing the flanges of the
model beam to vibrate. The method is con-
firmed experimentally for different I-section
shapes. Application of viscoelastic damping 86-634
material to the flanges is found to have only Plow Induced Oscillations of Two Iterferi" '
small effects on the dispersion law, but flange Circular Cylinders
vibration results in increased loss factors at M.M. Zdravkovich
higher frequencies. Univ. of Salford, Salford, England

J. Sound Vib., Jg0 (4), pp 511-521 (Aug 22,
1985) 6 figs, 10 refs

KEY WORDS: Circular cylinders, Fluid-induced
excitation, Vortez-induced vibration

-..32
Effect of a V'scoelastic Boundary Inset on Vibta- Flow interference between two circular cylinders ';
tional Characteristics of a Beam in various arrangements, which imposes continu-
M. llkhani-Pour ous and discontinuous changes in vortex shed- . .
Ph.D. Thesis, Purdue Univ., 144 pp (1984) ding, is studied. The resulting oscillations
DA8507695 induced by the vortex shedding are considerably

modified by and strongly depend on the arrange- .- . *

KEY WORDS- Beams, Flexural vibrations, Via- ment of the two cylinders. A systematic classi- " ,
coelastic damping fication of flow interference regimes is linked to 41.
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the observed vortex shedding responses for a were used for unaxial stress wave problems in a
wide range of arrangements. The discontinuous linear-hardening material and the results were "
change of flow regimes in some arrangements compared with an exact analytical solution in ..

can excite and maintain large amplitude oscilla- order to evaluate accuracy and stability. J,',-

tions beyond a certain critical velocity.

6-837
3"-835 Lima-Cyde Vibrations of a Rolling Cylinder -
A Boundary Iutegra1 Equation Approach to the S.H. Crandall, G. Pariseanu

Transien Oscillations of Freely Floating Lons Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam-Cylinders bridge, MA ''

U. Kanik Ind. J. Nonlin. Mech., 1& (5/6), pp 385-393
Ph.D. Thesis, Polytechnic Inst. of New York, 76 (1985) 7 figs, 8 refs
pp (1985) DA8506853

KEY WORDS: Textile spindles, Cylinders, Limit
KEY WORDS: Floating structures, Circular cylin- cycle analysis
ders, Impact excitations, Transient response,
Computer programs An explanation for a violent vibration of a

high-speed textile yarn winder is proposed based
The boundary integral method which has been on the hypothesis that variations in radial com-
applied to the solution of initial value problems pliance around the circumference of the yarn
associated with the motion of floating bodies is cylinder make the smooth winding process unsta- -. ,
described. An unknown distribution function of ble due to parametric excitation. The amplitude .. "
wave sources over the wetted surface is as- of the resulting limit cycle depends on the non-
sumed, in terms of which the fluid velocities and linearity in the radial compliance. An analytical .'X". "
pressures are expressed. The differential equa- procedure for predicting the limit-cycle amplitude
tion of motion of the body is coupled to the is developed and applied to a specially con-
fluid through the pressure, and the fluid field is structed mechanical model of a yarn winder.
coupled to the motion of the body through the
velocity continuity condition. The problem is
reduced to the solution of a set of integral
equations with the unknowns being the body 86-838
displacements and the source density function. Forced Vibrations of an Isotropic, Perfectly

Plastic Circular Cylinder Having a Rigid Cylin-
drical Inclusion
V.P. Muthuswamy, T. Raghavan
Rev. Roumaine Sci. Tech., Mecanique Appl., 21.

86-836 (6), pp 651-655 (Nov/Dec 1984) 4 refs
Dynamic Response in an Mastic-Plastic Projectile
Due to Normal Impact KEY WORDS: Circular cylinders, Forced vibra-
P.C.T. Chen, J.E. Flaherty, J.D. Vasilakis tions, Discontinuity-containing media
Army Armament Res. and Dev. Ctr., Watervliet,
NY The forced vibrations of an isotropic, circular
(Trans. Army Conf. Applied Mathematics and cylinder, having a cylindrical rigid inclusion, are
Computing (2nd) Washington, DC, May 22-25, considered. Laplace transforms and complex
1984, AD-AI54 047, pp 839-858) AD-P004 inversion functions are used to arrive at the
952/8/GAR solution.

KEY WORDS: Circular cylinders, Impact re-
sponse, Finite element technique, Computer
programs FRAMES AND ARCHES

A numerical study of the dynamic response of an
elastic-plastic projectile due to normal impact
has been made using the finite element struc- 86-83_
tural response code ADINA. The projectile is a Seismic Response of RC Frames with Steel
finite length circular cylindrical bar striking a Braces
rigid target. Three direct integration schemes A.K. Jain
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Univ. of Roorkee, Roorkee, India 86-842
ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., 111 (10) pp 2138-2148 Design of Seismic-Resistam Frictiu--Braced
(Oct 1985) 7 figs, 3 tables, ZZ refs Frames,.0kM

M.A. Austin, K.S. Pister
KEY WORDS: Frames, Reinforced concrete, Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA
Seismic response ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., li (12), pp 2751-2769

(Dec 1985) 10 figs, 15 refs " -'
Steel bracing members are widely used in steel
structures to reduce lateral displacements and KEY WORDS: Frames, Seismic design, Computer h-.o
dissipate energy during strong ground motions, aided techniques the
nit concept is extended to concrete frames.
Inelastic seismic response of reinforced concrete This paper illustrates the design of a ten-stocy,
frames with K and X steel bracing patterns is single bay, earthquake-resistant friction-braced
presented. steel frame using a computer-aided design system

called DELIGHT.STRUCT. Linear and nonlinear
time history analyses are built into the design
procedure itself rather than serving as a check

86-840 at the end of the design process. The frame's
Lateral Lead Response of Flat-Plate Frame performance is assessed on the basis of its
J.P. Moehle, J.W. Diebold response to gravity loads alone, gravity loads
Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA plus a moderate earthquake, and finally gravity
ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., 1U1 (10), pp 2149-2164 loads combines with a rare severe earthquake
(Oct 1985) 9 figs, I table, 19 refs ground motion.

KEY WORDS: Frames, Seismic response, Base
excitation, Experimental data, Lateral response

Lateral-load response of a flat-plate frame under MEMBRANES, FILMS AND WEBS **" %

simulated earthquake base motions is examined.
The test structure is a three-tenths scale model
of a two-story, three-bay flat plate frame, which

'"' was designed and detailed according to current 86-843 "-*'*
procedures for beamless slabs in regions of Dynamic Behavior of a Very Flexible Membrane -" --
moderate seismic risk. Overall resistance to Rotating on a Gas Film Next to a Wall
low, moderate, and high intensity base motions is Y. Sato
examines, and design-oriented methods to evalu- Saitama Univ., Urawa, Japan
ate lateral-load stiffness and strength are exam- Acta Mech., U5 (1/2), pp 95-104 (Apt 1985) 5
ined. figs

KEY WORDS: Membranes, Cylindrical bodies

86-841 The dynamic behavior of a cylindrical membrane
Dynamics of Trusses by Componem-Mode Mesh- and a circular membrane rotating on a thin gas
od film is studies theoretically. It is demonstrated
W. Weaver, Jr., C.L. Loh that in some cases a wavy deflection shape of a
Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA membrane moves forward at about half of the
ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., fIU (12), pp 2565-2575 rotating speed and that the motion is very slowly
(Dec 1985) 7 figs, I table, 7 refs damped out.

KEY WORDS: Frames, Trusses, Component mode
analysis, Beams

For dynamic analysis of trusses usually only PLATES
axial deformations in the members are consid-
ered. However, it is known that inertial and
body forces occur along the members in their .'.

transverse directions, which cause flexure. 86-844
Therefore, a component-mode analytical model Dynamic Analysis of Othatropic Plate Sruc-
has been devised in which a member in bending tes
constitutes a substructure. N.F. Grace, J.B. Kennedy
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Giffels Assoc., Southfield, MI ated by using a Gram-Schmidt process, after the
ASCE J. Engrg. Mech., fin (8), pp 1027-1037 first member is constructed so as to satisfy all
(Aug 1985) 7 figs, 2 tables, 12 refs the boundary conditions of the corresponding

beam problems accompanying the plate problems.
KEY WORDS: Plates, Orthotropism, Natural Natural frequencies obtained by using the or-
frequencies, Beams thogonal polynomial functions are compared with Pthose obtained by other methods. # ,'

The dynamic response of orthotropic plate struc- t

tures having fixed-simply supported and free-free
boundary conditions is investigated using ortho-
tropic plate theory. The influences of aspect .-:
ratio and rigidity ration on the natural frequen- -. .. ,-
cies are examined and compared to those ob- 86-47 .
rained from beam-theory. The analytical results, Vibrating Nonuniform Plates on Elastic Fouda-
verified by experimental test results, confirm tie '

that for this class of structures the natural P.A.A. Laura, R.H. Gutierrez
frequencies beyond the first cannot be reliably Inst. of Applied Mechanics, Puerto Belgrano
estimated by beam theory. Naval Base, Argentina

ASCE J. Engrg. Mech., 1J1 (9), pp 1185-1196
(Sept 1985) 4 figs, 10 tables, 9 refs

KEY WORDS: Plates, Elastic foundations, Vai-
86-845 able cross section
Membtane-Type Bigenmatioms of Mindlin Plates
H. Irschik Circular plates of variable thickness and elasti-
Technical Univ. Vienna, Austria cally restrained against rotation along the edge
Acts Mech., 11 (1/2), pp 1-20 (Apr 1985) 3 figs resting on a Winkler-Pasternak medium are

addressed. Free and forced vibrations are stud-
KEY WORDS: Plates, Mindlin theory, Eigenvalue ied using a very simple polynomial coordinate
problems function and the Ritz method. The entire algo-

rithmic procedures can be efficiently handled ,...
A membrane analogy is presented for eigenvalue using a microcomputer.
problems of simply supported Mindlin plates of
arbitrary polygonal planform. Influence of
hydrostatic inplane forces and Pasternak-type
foundation of the plate domain is taken into
account. Analytical results are derived in a
non-dimensional form, which, using the analogous 86-848
membrane eigenvalues as parameters, is lde- Non-Lineat Vibration of Anixouropic Rectangular
pendent of the special shape of the plate. Plates with Non-Uniform Edge Cmsna ainm , . .

C.Y. Chis=
University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
J. Sound. Vib., Ii (4), pp 539-550 (Aug 22,
1985) 8 figs, 3 tables, 17 refs

86-46
Natural Frequencies of Rectangular Plates Using KEY WORDS: Rectangular plates, Flexural vibra-
aharacterisfic Orthogonal Polynomials in Ray- tions :--
leigh-Ritz Method
R.B. Bhat This paper deals with large-amplitude flexural
Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada vibrations of an anisotropic rectangular plate with
J. Sound Vib., 1J2 (4), pp 493-499 (Oct 22, parallel edges having the varying rotational
1985) 4 tables, 14 refs constraints to the same degree. On the basis of

dynamic von Kamaran-type plate equations, a
KEY WORDS: Rectangular plates, Natural fre- single-mode analysis is carried out. Numerical
quencies, Rayleigh-Ritz method results for the amplitude-frequency response of ..

generally orthotropic plates are presented for
Natural frequencies of rectangular plates are various high-modulus composite materials, orien- ...
obtained by employing a set of beam character- tation angles, aspect ratios, and boundary condi-
istic orthogonal polynomials in the Rayleigh-Ritz tions. Present results for special cases are *'* "**'c
method. The orthogonal polynomials are gener- compared with available data. t.,'V
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SHELLS Theoretical nonlinear transient analysis of ortho- ,
tropic annular shallow spherical shells interacting
with Winkler-Pasternak elastic subgrades is

W8-849 performed. The governing of nonlinear equations
Free Vibration of an Oblique Rectangular Prs- of motion are derived and solved in space and
matic Shell time domains employing Chebyshev polynomials .'..
T. Irie, G. Yamada, Y. Kobayashi and implicit Houbolt time-marching technique, ,

Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo, Japan respectively.
J. Sound. Vib., .02 (4), pp 501-513 (Oct 22,
1985) 6 figs, 3 tables, 7 refs

KEY WORDS: Shells, Prismatic bodies, Natural
frequencies, Mode shapes, 

- V".

86-852

An analysis is presented for the free vibration of Response of Tanks to Vertical Seismic Excita- F- -
an oblique rectangular prismatic shell. The tions
dynamical energies of the shell are evaluated, M.A. Haroun, M.A. Tayel "
and the frequency equation is derived by the Univ. of California, Irvine, CA
Ritz method. This method is applied to a free- Earthquake Engrg. Struc. Dynam., 1 (5), pp
clamped oblique shell truncated by a plane, and 583-595 (Sept/Oct 1985) 7 figs, 6 tables, 12 refs
the natural frequencies and the mode shapes are
calculated numerically up to higher modes. KEY WORDS: Storage tanks, Seismic response

A method for analyzing the earthquake response
of elastic, cylindrical liquid storage tanks under

86-850 vertical excitations is presented. The method is
Harmonic Response of Rotating Cylindrical based on superposition of the free axisymmetri-
Sbells cal vibrational modes obtained numerically by the
C.H.J. Fox, D.J.W. Hardie finite element method. The validity of these
Univ. of Nottingham, Nottingham, England modes has been checked analytically and the
J. Sound Vib., 1J0 (4), pp 495-510 (Aug 22, formulation of the load vector has been con-
1985) 5 figs, 4 tables, 15 refs firmed by a static analysis.

KEY WORDS: Cylindrical shells, Harmonic
response, Axial excitation

Results derived from Flugge thin shell theory are
presented which illustrate the effects due to a 86-8. .
small, constant axial rotation upon a thin cylin- Dynamic Analysis of Liquid Storage Tanks Sub-
drical shell with various end conditions. It is jected to Seismic Excitation
shown that the rotation produces changes in the J.K. Arros
modal pattern which cause a build-up of ampli- Ph.D. Thesis, Stanford Univ., 147 pp (1985)
tude, proportional to the magnitude of the rota- DA8506156
tion, where previously a node existed. The
dependence upon the rotation of other quantities, KEY WORDS: Storage tanks, Seismic excitation
such as relative phases of the shell displace-
ments, are examined. In past earthquakes, cylindrical ground-supported

liquid storage tanks have suffered damages of
different types. To improve understanding of the ....

phenomena involved, a finite element model with
86-831 a direct time-stepping transient algorithm is
Ordhotopic Annular Shells on Elastic Founda- constructed to analyze the response of the liq- .- . -
tiow uid-tank system to horizontal and vertical ground
Y. Nath, R.K. Jain excitations. The model has capabilities for the
Indian Inst. of Technology, New Delhi, India analysis of large amplitude sloshing, convective,
ASCE J. Engrg. Mech., 111 (10), pp 1242-1256 impulsive, and static effects of liquid response.
(Oct 1985) 11 figs, 4 tables, 24 refs The liquid-shell interaction is realized by using

sliding interface elements. Either linear or large .
KEY WORDS: Spherical shells, Elastic founds- deformations shell formulations can be incorpo- .-. '..-.

tions, Orthotropism rated into the model. %" "
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PIPES AND TUBES Equations are developed governing the stability 0

of a fluid-conveying tube which is clamped at
the upstream end and free at the other with a
variable knife-edge support at some interior N.

W*854 point. Using these quotations, the stability
Propagatin and Reflectian of Waves in Finite characteristics of such a configuration are ana- . -
Lensth Liquid-Piied Distensible Shells lyzed numerically. The effect on stability re- ,
T.B. Moodie, D.W. Barclay sponse produced by a change in support position
Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada is described.
Acta. Mech., J, pp 151-163 (Sept 1985), 2 figs, .- ".

14 refs

KEY WORDS: Tubes, Fluid-filled containers,
Wave reflection, Wave propagation 86-857

Some Remarks an the Oscillateoy Pipe Flow
Employing a previously established theory for S. Tsangaris
wave propagation in liquid-filled distensible National Technical University of Athens, Athens, .

tubes, the propagation and subsequent reflection Greece
of a transient pulse from the distal end of a Rev. Roumaine Sci. Tech., Mecanique Appl., 1 ... ,
finite length tube is analyzed. Conditions per- (4), pp 365-369 (July/Aug 1985) 4 figs, 3 refs
taining to pulse generation at the proximal end
of the tube are specified so as to approximate KEY WORDS: Pipes, Fluid-induced excitation-L "
the conditions of experiments carried out on
water-filled latex tubes. Laplace transforms are Some interesting aspects of the viscous flow due
employed and numerical results presented graphi- to an oscillating pressure gradient along a
cally. straight, circular pipe with rigid walls are dis-

cussed. * _

86-5 56-5 ii-,'.

On Global Mstioms of Articulated Tubes Carrying Momem-Reotatim ielaiondip Considering Flat-
a Fluid tning of Pipe Due to Pipe Whip Loading
P.R. Sethna, Xue Min Gu Shuzo Ueda
Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN Japan Atomic Energy Research Inst., Tokai-
Intl. J. Nonlin. Mech., 2A (5/6), pp 453-469 mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
(1985) 4 figs, 5 refs Nucl. Engrg. Des., 85 (2), pp 251-259 (Mar 1985)

11 figs, 6 tables, 10 refs .\...
KEY WORDS: Tubes, Fluid-filled containers 11fg,6tbls 0rfs..'

KEY WORDS: Pipes, Nuclear power plants, Pipe
Global three-dimensional motions of articulated whip
tubes conveying a fluid are studies by analytical
as well as numerical methods. Several different It is important to take flattening of pipe into
kinds of limiting configurations and bifurcation consideration in order to obtain pipe deformation
phenomena are shown to occur in this system. due to pipe whip loading. An experimental

relationship between the flattening of pipe and
the pipe surface strain was used to derive the
moment-rotation relationship of whipping pipe.
The derived moment-rotation relationship was
used to calculate the pipe strain in the pipe whip

86-556 tests using a simplified energy balance method.
Flow-Induced Instability of an Elastic Tube with
a Variable -or-
W.S. Edelstein, S.S. Chen
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL
Nucl. Engrg. Des., 14 (1), pp 1-11 (Jan 1985) 14 86-59 ,.- '.-
figs, 3 refs Assessment of Coupling Effects of Coolers and *a.-.,

Piping Syste me *R
KEY WORDS: Tubes, Fluid-induced excitation P. Kass, W. Hollerbach
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Kraftwerk Union, Offenbach am Main, Fed. Rep. A bidirectional microphone which resolves acous-
Germany tic plane waves in ducts into forward and
Nud. Engrg. Des., Al (1), pp 13-19 (Jan 1985) 6 backward propagating components is described.
figs The microphone was a flat frequency response .

and finds applications in the analysis of duct
" KEY WORDS: Pipelines, Finite element technique noise and in the determination of reflection ,--

coefficients for various duct configurations. It
Linear elastic FEM calculations were carried out can also be employed as a unidirectional micro-
for both large joint (coupled) systems and de- phone in active noise attenuators.
coupled subsystems. The resulting coupled and
uncoupled loads at significant modal points are
evaluated.

Nobse and Air Cnsumption of Slow-Off Nozzle*
B. Huang, E.X Rivin

6-80 Ford Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
Eartduake and Aircraft Impact Simulation Test- S/V, Sound Vib., 12 (7), pp 26-33 (July 1985) 14 .
*ug of Pipifg Systems figs, 9 refs
E. Haas, J. Lockau, G. Mitller
Kraftwerk Union AG, Offenbach/Main, Fed. Rep. KEY WORDS: Nozzles, Noise reduction
Germany k
Nud. Engrg. Des., IM (1), pp 25-29 (Feb 1985) 6 Blow-off nozzles are among the most intensive " .
figs and annoying noise sources in a manufacturing

facility. Several types of silencer nozzles were
KEY WORDS: Pipelines, Nuclear power plants, investigated in wide ranges of air pressure and r. .-

Seismic response, IMpact response, Crash re- thrust. Results of the investigation indicate that
search (aircraft) the multiple-jet and air-shroud nozzles given 3 to

10 dBA noise reduction over simple nozzles .
Safety-related piping systems in nuclear power without significant increases in air consumption.
plants and their supports are usually designed and ....

analyzed as linear elastic structures within elastic
limits of material behavior. This applies for-.
earthquake loads (SSE) and in Germany also for
the external event of aircraft impact (AD. This BUILDING COMPONENTS Am-
load case with its extremely low probability and
short duration is comparable in frequency con-
tent with internal shock loads. In order to
define the conservativities of realistic systems 86-663
designed in that way, at high SSE and Al load Calculation of Sbaping Machinery V'diation -- ...
levels a large series of tests with different Using Counter-Blow Hammer as an Example
configurations were performed. (Berechmmg des Schvwlgungaverhakens vo - .

Umformmaschinen -Beispiel: Gegemchlagham- ..-...
Ime) *'*" "

M. Weck, H.-D. Schllhorn
Konstruktion, 1Z (9), pp 349-354 (Sept 1985) 7 ."

DUCTS figs, 8 refs (in German)

KEY WORDS: Structural members, Design tech-
niques

86-861
A Bidirectional Microphone for the Measurement Using the counter-blow hammer as an example,
of Duct Noise the authors show that the vibration of complex
R.F. La Fontaine, I.C. Shepherd, A. Cabelli structures can be determined in the design stage.
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Structural members and components are approxi-
Organization, Melbourne, Australia mated from construction data by means of finite
J. Sound Vib., lii (4), pp 565-573 (Aug 22, element networks. The calculations are per-
1985) 7 figs, 5 refs formed only for the marked points on members

or components representing vibration. The total
KEY WORDS: Ducts, Noise measurement model takes joints and their stiffness and damp-

,9 54 ,"' "
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ing characteristics into consideration. From 8&"G6
these results the expected displacement and Theory for Tkermally Iiced Rea Noise

* vibration of structural members can be deter- C.H. Ellen, C.V. Tu, W.Y.D. Yuen .J

mined. John Lysaght Ltd., Port Kembla, New South .(Jj.

Wales, Australia
ASCE J. Strut. Engrg., 1. (11), pp 2302-2319
(Nov 1985) 4 figs, 1 table, 5 refs

&&"84 KEY WORDS: Roofs, Temperature ef fects, Noise
The Jmfleece of am Internal Resonance em generation
HoNo-Linear Stucural Vibrauims Under Ssobaz-
monic Resonance Cosditierna This paper presents a theoretical analysis of

* D.T. Moak, R.H. Plaut, N. HaQuang thermally induced noise in sheet metal roofs A
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univer- quasi-static model of the roof behavior is devel-
sity, Blacksburg, Virginia oped based on roof support batten frictional
J. Sound Vib., =LlZ (4), pp 473-492 (Oct 22, forces constraining the thermal expansion and
1985) 11 figs, 5 refs contraction of the sheeting. .,,.

KEY WORDS: Structural members, Internal
resonance, Subharmonic oscillation

The response of structural elements to a simple DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT
harmonic, transverse excitation is considered.
The effects of both initial curvature and mid-
surface stretching arc included; thus, the govern-
ing equations contain both quadratic and cubic ACOUSTIC EXCITAION

* terms. A perturbation technique, the method of
multiple scales, is used to determine the re-

* sponse.

Scuermg of Seund Waves by 1Isrnegeneities:
Time Dom ain Amalyss
R.0. Mountain, G. Birnbaum
National Bureau of Standards (NEL), Gaithers-

86-865burg, MD
Floeor Spectra fer Nomclassically Damped Siruc- 7 pp (1984) (Pub. Nondestructive Testing Coinmu- *

toles nications 1, pp 219-225, 1984) PB85-202901 *

M.P. Singh, A.M. Sharma
Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., KEY WORDS: Sound waves, Wave scattering,
Blacksburg, VA Time domain method v-
ASCE J. Struc. Engrg.. LII (11), pp 2446-2463
(Nov 1985) 5 figs, 2 tables, 18 refs The scattering of sound waves by isolated in-

homogeneities in an otherwise uniform solid is
KEY WORDS: Floors, Seismic response spectra, analyzed using the Born approximation in the %Damped structures time domain. The volume and shape of the

scatterer is related to time moments of the .
An approach is presented for the generation of amplitude of the scattered signal. The matching
seismic floor response spectra for structures of the incident pulse shape to the size of the
which cannot be modeled as classically damped. scatterer is found to be essential if this type of
Although the nonclassically damped structures do measurement is to yield useful results.
not possess classical modes, the proposed ap-
proach can still employ prescribed ground re-
sponse spectra directly as input for the
generation of floor spectr a. The approach re-
quires the solution for a complex eigenvalue 8-6
problem which provides the information about the Acoustic Nermal Mode Propagation Throueh a

* equivalent modal frequencies and damping ratios 1Tee-Dimesional Ismernal Wave Field
of the structure. The floor response spectrum C. Penland
value is expressed in terms of these equivalent Applied Research Laboratories, Univ. of Texas
modal parameters. at Austin, Austin, TX

%'
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J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 2-8 (4), pp 1356-1365 (Oct processes. Two methods previously developed
1985) 1 table, 16 refs for losaless media are extended to treat the

determination of the reflection and transmission %
KEY WORDS: Sound waves, Normal modes, Wave coefficients of an inhomogeneous lossy medium.
propagation 

.-

In describing the effects of internal waves on
acoustic normal modes excited by a time-har-
monic point source, all previous descriptions have 86-871
neglected the existence of azimuthal fluctuations Wave Propagatiem in Gumnd-Smctusre Sytems
in the acoustic field. This study compares this with Lie Contact
asimuthally symmetric case with the case where D. Takahashi
azimuthal fluctuations in the acoustic field are Kyoto University, Kyoto, Jaron
taken into account. J. Sound Vib., 101 (4), p 523-537 (Aug 22,

1985) 4 figs, 14 refs

KEY WORDS: Soil-structure interaction, Wave
Propagation, Sound waves

86-869
Sound Propagation Over a Sloping Bottom Using The response of a structure in contact with the
lays with Beam Displacement surface of a viscoelastic half-space (VEHS) is
C.T. Tindle, G.B. Deane considered. The system is modeled as a
Univ. of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand ground-structure system. Vibration and radiation
J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 2-t (4), pp 1366-1374 (Oct of sound into the closed space of the structure,
1985) 8 figs, 11 refs resulting from a harmonic line force applied on

the surface of the VEHS, are investigated theo-
KEY WORDS: Underwater sound, Sound waves, retically. -
Wave propagation

Ray theory with beam displacement has been
shown previously to be an accurate method of 86-872
finding the acoustic field at low frequencies in Hydrodynamic Noise and Surface Compliance-
shallow water by comparison with normal mode An Overview of the Naval Underwater Systems
solutions. The method is extended to the case Center IR/IED Program
of a uniformly sloping bottom. The extension H. Bakewell, W.A. Von Winkle
requires only geometry and involves no approxi- Naval Underwater Systems Ctr., New London, CT
mations. It is not restricted to small angles. Rept. NO. NUSC/TM-851080, 38 pp (May 15, ,-.-

1985) AD-A157 799/8/GAR

KEY WORDS: Hydrodynamic excitation, Noise
generation

86-870
Direct Acoustic Scattering for One-Dimensional An independent research and exploratory devel-
Loosy Media opment program on compliant surfaces is investi-
jing Bai, C. Rorres, P.C. Pedersen, O.J. Tretiak gating turbulent flows over compliant layers to
Drexel Univ., Philadelphia, PA determine whether a class or classes of such
J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 2 (4), pp 1375-1383 (Oct layers can be devised for control and reduction
1985) 10 figs, 33 refs of hydrodynamic (flow) noise. The coupled

fluid/elastic problem to characterize the flow/
, KEY WORDS: Sound waves, Wave scattering layer interactions, resukant effects on the turbu-

lent velocity components and effects both at the
The scattering of acoustic waves by inhomo- surface and within the layer are discussed.
geneities within a one-dimensional lossy medium
is investigated. The inhomogeneities-may be
spatial variations in the attenuation coefficient of.
the lossy medium and/or variations in its density 86-873
and wave velocity. The frequency dependence Neatfield Acoustic Holography: L Theory of . _.""""
of the attenuation coefficient is modeled after Generalized Holography and the Development of
loss mechanisms governed by viscosity, heat NAH
conduction, and single and multiple relaxation J.D. Maynard, E.G. Williams, Y. Lee
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x_.7 .ui min V wL i'U.1'IWdz.. . ' n. ,W. . .- .

Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park, PA An attempt is made to verify the predictions from -
J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., Z8 (4), pp 1395-1413 (Oct a I-D BRL Code against the flow from a com-
1985) 14 figs, 31 refs plicated, nonstraight shock tube configuration;

the code then could be utilized for future large & "
KEY WORDS: Acoustic holography blast/thermal simulator (LB/TS) design and pre-

diction of performance.
The fundamental principles of holography are
reviewed, and a sound radiation measurement
system, called nearfield acoustic holography e
(NAH), which fully exploits the fundamental .,

principles, is described. 86-876 .. ,,
Simplified Design of Components and Systems.
Against Aircraft Crash Induced Leads Using
Verified Response Spectra
N.J. Krutzik

SHOCK EXCIrATION Kraftwerk Union AG, Offenbach/Main, Fed. Rep. .

Germany
Nucl. Engrg. Des., J1 (1), pp 59-63 (Feb 1985) 7 .,
figs, 5 refs .. ,%

W$74 KEY WORDS: Impact response, Mechanical
Variational Principle for Penetrator Dynamics components, Electric components, Crash research
Using Blinear Functional and Adjoit Formula- (aircraft)
dion
C.N. Shen The progress which has been achieved in the
Army Armament Res. and Dev. Ctr., Watervliet, application of the assumptions used to define
NY relevant aircraft impact responses for the design
(Trans. Army Conf. Appl. Mathematics and of mechanical and electrical components and
Computing (2nd), Washington, DC, May 22-25, systems installed inside buildings for practical -.
1984, AD-AI54 047, pp 185-197) AD-P004 needs has led to a notable reduction in analyti-
915/5/GAR cal calculation effort on the side of both the

analyst and the reviewer. A simplified quasi- ' e"*
KEY WORDS: Projectile penetration, Variational static design procedure to be introduced for all
methods components installed inside buildings is pre- . 'L

sented.
The solution problems in both spatial and time
domains using the finite element method can be
based on the variational principle employing
bilinear functional and adjoint formulation. This
principle is extended to coupling systems in 86-877
matrix vector form such as penetration dynam- Computer Simulation of the Effect of Free
ics. The present hyperbolic type partial differ- Surface Reflection on Shock Wave Propagation in .-
ential equation or interest has two dependent and Water
two independent variables with the coupling in M. Kamegai, L.S. Klein, C.E. Rosenkilde
the spatial domain. Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA

Rept. No. UCRL-92080, CONF-850736-23, 7 pp
(July 1985) (American Phys. Soc. topical conf. on
shock waves in condensed matter, Spokane, WA,
July 22, 1985) DE85014807/GAR

86-873 KEY WORDS: Underwater shock waves, Wave
Petfmance and Predictions for a Large Blast propagation, Computerized simulation
Simulator Model
D.M. Hisley, E.J. Gion, B.P. Bertrand A computer simulation is used to study the
Army Ballistic Res. Lab., Aberdeen Proving behavior of a fluid which has been set into
Ground, MD motion by a point explosion below a bounding
Rept. No. BRL-TR-2647, 65 pp (Apr 1985) free surface. Of particular interest is the inter-
AD-A158 080/2/GAR action between the incident shock wave and the '.? ,

reflected rarefaction signal which, under certain
KEY WORDS: Shock tube testing, Test facilities conditions, can overtake the shock front. Onset

•..'..'..'.'.. ... ,",5.....,
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criteria for the envelope which separates the V]MRATMOt EXCITATION
region of irregular from that of regular rarefac- _1
tion, the nonspherical shape of the shock front,
and the pulse profile for several depths of burst..
covering both strong and weak shock interactions
with the surface are discussed.

Study of de Effect of an Osltlaing Wal Preto-
berasnce oe the Surrounding Aerodynamic Field
0. Rodriguez, J.M. Desse
Institut de Mecanique des Fluides de Lille,
France

86-878 Rept. No. IMFL-84/49, 71 pp (Nov 12, 1984)
Analysis of die Spatial Varieies of Seismic PB$S-237485/GAR (in French)
Waves and Ground Movemets from Smart-1
Array Data KEY WORDS: Spoilers, Aerodynamic stability,
Chin-Hsiung Lob Periodic excitation, Fluid-induced excitation ,. . .
National Central University, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Earthquake Engrg. Struc. Dynam., 11 (5), pp The study is done within the general framework
561-581 (Sept/Oct 1985) 26 figs, 19 refs of unstable aerodynamic control research. It t-EL

studies the local aerodynamic response of a
KEY WORDS: Seismic response, Damage predic- spoiler undergoing a sinusoidal oscillation. The
tion objective of this study was the realization of abasic experiment around a simplified geometry, -.--

Specially designed arrays of strong motion seis- in view of obtaining an accurate description of ..mographs located near earthquake sources are the phenomenon and trying to understand the:..

required for engineering studies of the near- mechanism.
, sorce properties and the spatial variation of

,eismic waves. The SMART-1 array in Taiwan
which provides good records for this type of
study is described. "-

Describing Fumcden Analyais of Density Wave *

Oscillaieos
Shaw-Cuang Lee .-. y
Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of Michigan, 383 pp (1984)

86-875w DA8502871 ",.'
UAwck-Wave Prepagatio in Gas Mixtures by
Means of a Discrete Velocity Model of the KEY WORDS: Nonlinear systems, Frequency
* 3ltzaim Equation domain method, Fluids, Functional analysis
R. Monaco
Dip. di Matematica Politecnico di Torino, Torino, Density-wave oscillation (DWO) is a form of
Italy low-frequency flow instability that can occur in
Acts Mech., 55, pp 239-251 (July 1985) 3 figs, 3 all the two-phase flow systems satisfying a
tables, 14 refs constant pressure-drop boundary condition. In

this thesis, DWOs ate investigated using the
KEY WORDS: Shock wave propagation describing function method, which extends the

linear frequency-domain analysis to nonlinear
The shock-wave propagation problem for a binary systems, yielding information on the frequency .-...

gas mixture is studied by means of a 12-discrete and magnitude of periodic oscillations, or limit-
velocity model of the Boltzmann equation. From cycles, that can occur in nonlinear systems.
a mathematical standpoint the problem consists The proposed nonlinear model for the DWO
of solving a set of six ordinary nonlinear differ- considers only those nonlinearities that enter the
ential equations with limit conditions. The solu- calcuhtion of the pressure drops in terms of flow
ation is found in an approximated analytical form velocity and density variations, in the implemen-
expressed by an expansion in Lengendre polyno- tation of constant pressure-drop boundary condi-
mials. tions.
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86-882 Univ. of Bucharest .t
Comroi of Dynamic Systems by Modal Energy Rev. Roumaine Sci. Tech., Mecanique Appl., .21 .
Reaalocatim (6), pp 555-568 (Nov/Dec 1984) 11 refs
Chung Lun Wong
Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of California, Los Angeles, KEY WORDS: Airfoils, Fluid-induced excitation "..'A-"%-CA, 159 pp (1984) DA8505686,' .

The method of fundamental solutions is applied

KEY WORDS: Vibration control, Modal energy to the theory of two-dimensional oscillatory
reallocation method airfoil in subsonic flow. The integral Possios

equation is obtained and its solution for slow
Vibration suppression and control can be achieved oscillations is given. Explicit formulae for lift "5%
in many ways. Many methods are based on the and momentum of momentum are obtained. The
concept of state variable feedback using infor- theory of incompressible fluids is presented. \
mation from sensors and actuators strategically
placed on the system to be controlled. This
dissertation deals with a concept of controlling
vibrational energy by reallocating modal energies MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
between desirable and undesirable modes. This

-* reallocation is affected by a unique and simple
scheme using the application (and subsequent
removal) of constraints to the vibrating system. DAMPING
This constraint can be applied such that no work
is done on the system, but will result in a defi-

*, nite reshuffling of energies between modes; e.g.,
from undesirable to desirable ones. 6-885

Average Les Factors foe tse in Statistical
Energy Analys i.s_
K.T. Brown, B.L. Clarkson
University College of Swansea, Wales, UK

* 883 (Vibr. Damping Workshop Proc., Long Beach,
A Catastrophe Theory Description of Stick-Slip CA, Feb 27-29, 1984, AD-AI52 547, pp BB- -.

- Metion in Sliding BB-13) AD-P004 710/0/GAR
B.E. Klamecki
Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM KEY WORDS: Energy dissipation, Loss factor,
Wear, J1[ (4), pp 3Z5-332 (Feb 15, 1985) 6 figs, Statistical energy methods
5 refs .%

This paper describes a new technique for the
KEY WORDS: Stick-slip response measurement of frequency band and space

averages loss factors of uniform structural
Stick-slip motion is analyzed by studying struc- components. Values are obtained by an energy 1

tural changes in the mathematical model describ- measurement technique which is shown to give

ing sliding friction. The sliding system is good results over a wide range of loss factor
assumed to operate in a way which minimizes values. The results obtained can be used in

. energy input to the system. For an exponential statistical energy analysis prediction programs, or
dependence of friction force on sliding velocity, simply to study the frequency dependence of loss
the system sliding behavior is multivalued for factors in components or materials.
some ranges of values of the system parameters.
The effect of different parameter values on
system behavior is illustrated and results of this
investigation are compared with a published
steady sliding criterion. 66-886

Conservati un Laws for Dispative Systems Paos- :
seasing Classical Normal Modes
L.Y. Bahar, H.G. Kwatny
Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA

86-84 J. Sound Vib., 12A (4), pp 351-562 (Oct 22,
The Method of Fundamemal Solutions. The 1985) 1 fig, 14 refs
Theory of Thick Oscillatory Airfoil in Subsonic ' -
Flow KEY WORDS: Damped systems, Energy dissipa-

* L. Dragos tion
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Linear viscously damped dynamical systems 86-889
whose matrix coefficients satisfy a certain Steady-Swe Dynamic Analysis of Hysteretic
commutativity condition are known to exhibit the Systems
same normal modes as the ones associated with D. Capecchi, F. Vestronithe same system in the absence of damping. Istituto di Scienza delle Costruzioni, L'Aquila, ,,',.",
Such dissipative systems are said to possess Italy . " :
classical normal modes. It is shown that the ASCE J. Engrg. Mech., 111 (12). pp 1515-1531

original equation of motion in the displaement (c9) figs. table, refs
vector which exhibits velocity coupling can be
transformed into an equation where the velocity KEY WORDS: Periodic excitation, Hysteretic
term is no longer present, but whose matrix damping
coefficients are time-dependent. A commutativ-
ity condition further reduces the resulting equa- A great many hysteretic models have been
tion into one with constant coefficients. recently introduced in the analysis of dynamic -

behavior of structures and structural elements.
This paper considers the steady-state oscillations
of single-degree-of-freedom systems with differ-
ent force-deflection relationships. Three types
of constitutive laws are covered: bilinear, stiff-

86-887 ness, degrading, and stiffness-strength degrading. Z,

On Damped Nom-Linear Dynamic Systems wish
Many Degrees of Freedom
Cheng-Ching Chi, R.M. Rosenberg
Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA
Intl. J. Nonlin. Mech., 2& (5/6), pp 371-384 86-890
(1985) 4 figs, 10 refs On the Reliabift of a Simple Hysteretic S .-

KEY WORDS: Multidegree of freedom systems, B.F. Spencer, Jr., L.A. Bergman
Nonlinear systems, Damped structures Univ. of Notre Dame, Notre Came, IN

ASCE J. Engrg. Mech., 111 (12), pp 1502-1514
Nonlinear mass-spring-damper systems with many ODec 1985) 9 figs, 1 table, 20 refs
degrees of freedom are studied; all springs
and/or all dampers may be strongly nonlinear. It KEY WORDS: Hysteretic damping
is shown that the ulimate state of completely -.
damped systems is always rest; that of incom- A method to determine statistical moments of
pletely damped systems may be either rest of a time to first passage of a simple oscillator,
periodic normal mode motion. incorporating the modified Bouc hysteresis

model, has been developed. The accuracy and
economy of the method is demonstrated for a
particular example drawn from base isolation of .

a simple structure. A comparison of the finite
element results with those obtained by Monte

86-888 Carlo simulation is presented. , %

Variable Force, Bddy-Curtes or Magnetic
Damper
R.E. Cunningham
NASA Lewis Res. Ctt., Cleveland, OH
U.S. PATENT-4 517 505, 6 pp (May 14, 1985) 86-891

Periodic Respense of Yielding Oscillators
KEY WORDS: Dampers, Resonant frequencies, A. DebChaudhury
Rotating structures Univ. of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL

ASCE J. Engrg. Mech., 111 (8), pp 977-994 (Aug
An object of the invention is to provide variable 1985) 13 figs, 17 refs...'"- .

damping for resonant vibrations which may occur
at different rotational speeds in the range of KEY WORDS: Oscillators, Harmonic response,
rpms in which a rotating machine is operated. A Hysteretic damping ,
variable force damper in accordance with the
invention includes a rotating mass carried on a A new method is employed to obtain the re- N.,
shaft which is supported by a bearing in a resil- sponse of a general yielding oscillator to har-
ient cage. monic excitation. This method can be applied to

60 .. .
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a wide range of hysteretic systems, once the viscoelastic dampers which are modeled by
skeleton curve and the loop is defined. In this standard linear model is evaluated in the dy-
paper, responses are obtained for four different namic analysis.
models, describing the hysteretic behavior of a
physical system. The analytical expressions for
the frequency response curves and the frequency
shift at peak responses are obtained. Results are
compared with the numerical solutions and the s-"
findings of earlier investigators. Stiucual Damping Potedal of Waveguide

Absorbers
E.E. Ungar, L.G. Kurzweil
Bolt Baranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, MA '

(Vibr. Damping Workshop Proc., Long Beach, ""'. "
4-89-I2 CA, Feb 27-29, 1984, AD-AI52 547, pp CC-i -
Random Vibration of Degtading, Pinching Sys- CC -15) AD-P004 711/5/GAR iUJmNL

T.T. Baber, M.N. Nooni KEY WORDS: Waveguide absorbers, Vibration -.
Univ. of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA control, Damping coefficients
ASCE J. Engrg. Mech., 111 (8), pp 1010-1026
(Aug 1985) 17 figs, 17 refs Results of a preliminary study indicate that "'. " "

waveguide absorbers -- structural elements that
KEY WORDS: Hysteretic damping, Random extract energy from vibrating structures in the
vibration form of traveling waves -- may serve as effec-

tive vibration reduction means. Expressions are
A differential equation model to describe pinch- presented that indicate how the damping effec- ,*.-..
ing, degrading response of hysteretic elements is tivenesses of waveguide absorbers attached to
presented. The model consists of a nonpinching structures depend on absorber and structural
hysteretic element, in series with a "slip-lock" parameters. Realizations of waveguide absorbers
element. Zero mean response statistics for a in terms of damped tapered rods and beams are
single degree of freedom oscillator whose stiff- described.
ness is described by the series model, computed
by equivalent linearization and by Monte Carlo
simulation, are compared.

86-8s
Damping Measurement by Dynamic Stiffness
Mediods

W4-893 D.I.G. Jones, A. Muszynska
Vibtratin Isdation of an Elevator System Air Force Materials Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB,
H.S. Tzou, A.I. Schiff OH,.,_ '-
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State (Vibr. Damping Workshop Proc., Long Beach,
Univ., Greensboro, NC CA, Feb 27-29, 1984, AD-AI52 547, pp X-1 -
(Vibt. Damping Workshop Proc., Long Beach, X-26) AD-P004 706/8/GAR
CA, Feb 27-29, 1984, AD-AI52 547, pp LL-1 -
LL-6) AD-P004 718/3/GAR KEY WORDS: Damping coefficients, Dynamic

stiffness
- KEY WORDS: Elevators, Viscoelastic damping,

Seismic design The problem of determining the mass, stiffness
and damping parameters of a structure from

The vulnerability of an elevator system has been measured modal response data is addressed.
demonstrated from recent earthquake reports. Two examples, one from dynamics of a discrete
An elevator counterweight/frame/guide rails structure and the other for a rotor-bearing sys-
system is modeled by beam, finite elements. tem, illustrate the methodology.
ecause of large structural vibration, parts of the

system may come in contact if their relative
* displacement exceeds the gap. Due to the fact

that large dynamic force resulting from contact 4-.96". often causes the damage of the elevator system, Analysis of a Selif-lizeitd System with Dry '".

the study of viscoelastic damper being used as Friction .-'" .
vibration isolator is introduced. A system with A. Tondl
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National Research Institute for Machine Design, Jassy Polytechnic Institute, Jassy Romania
,Czechoslovakia Wear, .. (2), pp 153-170 (Sept 16, 1985) 15Prague, C e h s o a i

Intl. J. Nonlin. Mech., 1& (5/6), pp 471-479 figs, 2 tables, 36 refs

(1985) 12 figs, 7 refs
KEY WORDS: Fatigue life, Rolling friction %%'.'' .

KEY WORDS: Fluid-induced excitation, Coulomb- 0
friction A general method is described for finding the

optimum residual stress distribution. Cylindrical

A new approach to the modeling of systems in test specimens were subjected to a prestress

-' flow-induced self-excitation is presented. An cycle which was able to induce a favorable %

elastically supported body situated in a channel residual stress distribution, after which the speci- 't *'

carrying a flowing medium is analyzed and the mens were fatigue tested.
effect of additional dry friction is investigated. "

Frictim Damping Studies at Imperial College
C.F. Beards 86-00
Imperial College of Science and Technology, Strain Energy Density Criteria for Dnami-c

London, UK Fracture and Dynamic Crack Branching

(Vibr. Damping Workshop Proc., Long Beach, M. Ramulu, A.S. Kobayashi

CA, Feb 27-29, 1984, AD-A152 547, pp N-1 - Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA

N-7) AD-P004 697/9/GAR Rept. No. UWA/DME/TR-85/51, 24 pp (July
1984) AD-AI57 914/3/GAR

KEY WORDS: Joints, Coulomb friction
KEY WORDS: Crack propagation, Fracture

Force transfer by friction between joint ele- properties
nments, energy dissipation mechanisms, friction
damping in joints and the effects of increased Dynamic extension of Sib's fracture criterion is

joint damping on the vibration response of struc- used to analyze dynamic crack propagation and

tures are discussed. branching. Influence of the nonsingular compo-

nents, which are known as the higher order

terms in the crack tip stress field, on the strain
86-898 energy density distribution at a critical distance

Caractecisics of Dry Friction Damping surrounding the crack tip moving at constant

A.V. Srinivasan, B.N. Cassenti, D.G. Cutts crack velocity is examined.

United Technologies Res. Ctr., East Hartford, CT

(Vibr. Damping Workshop Proc., Long Beach,
CA, Feb 27-29, 1984, AD-AI52 547, pp 1-1
-1-31) AD-P004 693/8/GAR --_

• KEY WORDS: Coulomb friction 86-901
A Fatigue-Testing Device for Elastomeric Adhe- r

" A summary of a literature survey pertaining to sive and Sealats-

the overall problem of estimating damping due to L.B. Sandberg 'r

dry friction forces induced at interfaces of Michigan Technological Univ., Houghton, M-

vibrating components is presented. The survey Exptl. Tech., 9 (10), pp 28-29 (Oct 1985) 4 figs

clearly indicates the complex processes involved

during rubbing of one component relative to KEY WORDS: Fatigue tests, Test equipment,

another bringing into play a host of parameters. Adhesives, Joints, Seals

A small low-cost machine designed specifically

for fatigue testing of structural sealant joints

FATIGUE which are exposed to cyclic loadings by wind
forces and thermal movements is described. The

machine is capable of testing small delicate
,-. 86-899 specimens at a constant load and displacement ,..-

The Influence of Residual Stresses Induced by cycle. It includes a full reversal cycle, auto-

Plastic Deformation oan Rolling Coutact Fatigue martic shut off and slow operating speeds. The

" S. Cretu, N.G. Popinceanu device uses gravity to supply load.
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86-902 The technology of experimental modal analysis is
The Driving Foece fee Mode II Crack Growth expanding rapidly as the impact of multiple
Under Rolling Comtact inputs, or references, is being realized. This
S.D. O'Regan, G.T. Hahn, C.A. Rubin paper traces the development of experimental-
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN modal-analysis techniques while noting this cur-
Wear, fl (4), pp 333-346 (Feb 15, 1985) 5 figs, rent trend toward multiple-input utilization in the
1 table, 12 refs estimation of system parameters.

KEY WORDS: Fatigue life, Rolling friction

The driving force for the cyclic growth of small 86-05.
subsurface cracks subjected to repeated tolling Signal Processing and the Fast-Fouiet-Trawnfom.
contact is evaluated. The calculations take into (FF1) Analyet-
account the elastic contact stresses, the friction L.D. Mitchell
resisting the mode II sliding of the crack faces, Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ.,
and the residual circumferential tensile and Blacksburg, VA
compressive stresses produced by plastic defor- Expd. Tech., 2. (10), pp 3s-lis (Oct 1985) 8 figs, .S...
mations close to the rim. 10 refs

KEY WORDS: Modal analysis, Fast Fourier trans-

form, Signal processing techniques, Frequency

EXPERIMENTATION analyzers

Use of fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) techniques in
" MEASURBMENT AND ANALYSIS the analysis of experimental dynamic data for

the purpose of the identification of the physical
characteristics of the measured system is stud-
ied. Consideration is given to transducer and

86-903 system calibration, signal conditioning, the rela-
Dynamic Determinatim of Pile Capacity tionship of sample rate to frequency range,
F. Rausche, G.G. Goble, G.E. Liking, Jr. anti-aliasing filter processes, time-domain win-
Goble, Rausche, Likins and Assoc., Inc., War- dows and their data-leakage effects, channel-
rensville Heights, OH to-channel crosstalk, various algorithms for
ASCE J. Geotech. Engrg., n1. (3), pp 367-383 computing frequency-response function, and the f -
(Mar 1985) 9 figs, I table, 18 refs coherence function.

KEY WORDS: Measurement techniques, Pile : -.

structures, Force measurement, Acceleration
measurement 86-906

Structural Modification and Modal Analyses
A method is presented for determining the axial V.W. Snyder
static pile capacity from dynamic measurements Michigan Technological Univ., Houghton, M1 1.,•
of force and acceleration made under the impact Expd. Tech., 2 (10), pp 24s-31s (Oct 1985) 8
of a large hammer. The basic equation for tables, 16 refa
calculation of the forces resisting pile penetration
is derived. The limitations of the b~sic resis- KEY WORDS: Modal analysis, Substructuring
tance equation are discussed and illustrative methods, Structural modification techniques
examples of field measurements are given.

The mechanism for the determination of dynamic
characteristics of linear systems which has been
modified is discussed. The mechanism can be

86-904 used to marry both analytical and experimental
Multiple-Input Experimental Modal Analysis techniques. A method is presented which per- .
R.J. Allemang, D.L. Brown mits a very logical substructuring to be per-
Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH formed. The modification technique uses the
Expd. Tech., 9 (10), pp 16s-23s (Oct 1985) 79 solution already available to find the solution to
refs the modified or combined structure in a fast and

efficient manner. The technique is effective on
KEY WORDS: Experimental modal analysis, systems with complex eigenvalues and eigenvec-
Multipoint excitation techniques tots. ...
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86-907 In the last few years, cyclic simple shear testing '.
Dynamic Analysis of Stmucnres by the DFT has been analyzed experimentally and theoreti-__
Method cally and the advantages and limitations of the
A.S. Veletsos, C.E. Ventura test presented. The main drawback concerns the , .
Rice Univ., Houston, TX sample size, in that for a small sized sample, ..
ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., 1J (12), pp 2625-2642 the test results are affected by the nonuniformity
(Dec 1985) 11 figs, 3 tables, 9 refs of the stress in the sample. A comprehensive

experimental program undertaken to investigate
KEY WORDS: Discrete Fourier transform, Linear the sample size effect on the primary dynamic
systems soil properties; namely the shear modulus and

damping is described.
Following a brief review of the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) method of analyzing the dy-
namic response of linear structures, the limita-
tions and principal sources of potential
inaccuracies of this approach are identified, and 86-910
an evaluation is made of the nature and magni- Openig a Pandora's Box: One Shaker is Never
tudes of the errors that may result. Two vet- Enough
sions of a modification are then presented which W. Tustin
dramatically improve the efficiency of the DFT Tustin Inst. of Technology, Santa Barbara, CA
procedure, and the relative merits of the two Test, Z (6), pp 18-20 (Dec/Jan 1985-86) 4 figs
techniques are examined.

KEY WORDS: Shakers, Test equipment

This paper discusses the selection and purchase
of shakers along with their applications to envi-

DYNAMIC TESTS ronmental testing.

86-908 ""''

*SAMSON -A Vibration Test Facilisy for Simu- 86-911
lating Mulfi-Axis Dynamic Mdaum Accelerated Vibration Durability Testing: A
A. Kleine-Tebbe Practical Approach
Hoch-temperatur-Reaktorbau, GmbH, Fed. Rep. G.A. Shirkle
Germany General Motors Corp. C...-

Brown Boveri Rev., 7U (4), pp 205-209 (April SAE Paper No. 840501 -

1985) 6 figs, 2 tables
KEY WORDS: Vibration tests, Testing, .

KEY WORDS: Vibration tests, Test facilities
Accelerated laboratory testing procedures permit

SAMSON (Simulation Apparatus for Modeling studies of components and their failures without
Seismic Oscillations of Nuclear components) is the delays associated with field testing.

* used to verify the safe functioning of large -- "

components (max. static load 40 t) under dynamic
load conditions. Components which can be tested -
using this facility range from switchboards, large SCALING AND MODELING
fittings and plant equipment to entire machines.

86-912
86-909 Dynamic Centifugal Modeling of a Horizontal
Sample Size Effect on Dynamic Properies of Dry Sand Layer

SSSand in the Simple Shear Test P.C. Lambe, R.V. Whitman "''-' .
M.LM. Amer North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, NC
Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of Maryland, 772 pp (1984) ASCE J. Geotech. Engrg., .11 (3), pp 265-287
DA8506486 (Mar 1985) 16 figs, 3 tables, 15 refs ...

KEY WORDS: Testing techniques, Soils, Shear KEY WORDS: Sand, Layered materials, Test
modulus, Damping coefficients models

.. % -..-.5 --,
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The dynamic response of a 10.7 m (35 ft.) thick MONITORING \,.

dry sand layer was modeled on the Cambridge A
University centrifuge at scale factors of 35 and
80. A stack of teflon-coated aluminum rings and
a latex membrane confined a cylindrically shaped 86-915
sane model that has a height-to-diameter ratio Acoustic Emissin for On-Line Reactor Mnitor-
equal to 1. During the scaled sinusoidal base ing: Results of Imeatmediate Vessel Test o fetho-
shaking, electronic transducers measured accel- in& and Reactoc Hot Functional Testing
erations, transient horizontal displacements and P.H. Hutton, R.J. Kurtz
surface settlements. Measured results were used Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, WA
to evaluate scaling laws governing dynamic Nuci. Engrg. Des., AA (1), pp 3-11 (Apr 1985) 13 ,- .j

centrifugal modeling and to test for consistency figs, 1 table, 2 refs
with results of numerical methods and laboratory ". . -
tests reported in the literature. KEY WORDS: Monitoring techniques, Acoustic

emission, Crack detection, Crack propagation,
Nuclear reactors

DIAGNOSTICS A program designed to develop the use of acous-
tic emission (AE) methods for continuous surveil-
lance to detect and evaluate flaw growth in
reactor pressure boundaries is discussed. Tech- ."-

86-913 nology developed in the laboratory for identifying
Machinery Problem Diagnosis Using Finie AE from crack growth and for using that AE
Elemen Methods information to estimate flaw severity is now
J.M. Steele being evaluated on an intermediate vessel test - .-

Stress Technology Inc., Rochester, NY and on a reactor facility.
S/V Sound Vib., 12 (9), pp 26-29 (Sept 1985) 6
figs

KEY WORDS: Diagnostic techniques, Finite
element technique, Steam turbines, Disks 8W-916

Monitoring Tool Wear Duing Wood Machining
A methodology is presented which uses finite with Acoustic Emission
element analysis as the focal point for diagnosing R.L. Lemaster, L.B. Tee, D.A. Dornfeld 'e.
and determining a fix for machinery problems. University of California, Richmond, CA
The methodology is presented as a five-step Wear, J1j (3), pp 273-282 (Feb 1, 1985) 8 figs,
procedure. A case study of a cracked steam I table, 12 refs
turbine disk is given as an example.

KEY WORDS: Monitoring techuiques, Acoustic
emission, Machine tools

S6-914 The purpose of this study was to determine the
Diagnosing Machinery Problems With Automated degree of change in acoustic emission (AE)
Vibration Analysis during cutting as a cutter tool was worn. Previ-
C.K. Janisz, R.E. Brokenshire ous work has shown that AE is sensitive to
BEAR Associates, Royal Oak, MI changes in the chip formation process and there-
S/V Sound Vib., 1 (9), pp 14-17 (Sept 1985) 6 fore could be used to monitor continuously the
figs state of the cutting process.

KEY WORDS: Diagnostic techniques, Vibration
analysers, Fossil power plants, Computer pro-
grams, Rotating machinery 86-917 -,..

The Triboviboacoustical Model of Machines
A computer controlled automatic vibration analy- Cz. Cempel
sis system is currently being used to monitor 28 Technical University of Poznin, Poznn, Poland
machine trains at a 3200 megawatt, fossil fueled
power plant. The system utilized permanent Wear, l05 (3), pp 297-305 (Oct 1, 1985) 2 figs, 2
transducers mounted on rotating machinery, in- tables, 9 refs
plant data analysis, and out-of-plant data storage KY O SMnoi tciuand analysis. KEY WORDS: Monitoring techniques '?-
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The combined properties of wear and vibroa- 86-920
coustical processes are considered. This enables Vibration Monitoring of Large Venical Pumps Via L
the creation of a new tribovibroacoustical model A Remote Satellite Station

. of machines which can be used for the evalua- S.A. Cook, R.D. Crowe, S.P. Roblyer, H. Toffer .
tion and optimization of the mean time between UNC Nuclear Industries, Inc., Richland, WA
failure or the breakdown time. This can also be Rept. No. UNI-SA-143, Conf-850926-3, 10 pp
used successfully for the prediction of the vibra- (Mar 21, 1985) ASME Vibr. and Sound Conf.,
tion amplitude and the condition of machinery at Cincinnati, OH, Sept 10, 1985, DE85011701/GAR
the running stage of its life as well as for
breakdown time estimation. KEY WORDS: Monitoring techniques, Pumps,

Nuclear reactor components

A nuclear reactor with a unique design in which
equipment such as pumps, turbines, generators

86-918 and diesel engines are located in separate build- '

On the Neutron Noise Diagnostics of Pressurized ings, has led to the conclusion that the most
Water Reactor Cootrol Rod Vibrations U. Sto- cost-effective implementation of a dedicated
chastic Vibrations vibration monitoring system would be to install a
I. Pazsit, 0. Gl;ckler computerized network system in lieu of a single
Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, analyzing station. In the approach, semi-autono-
Hungary mous micro processor based data collection sta- -.

Nucd. Sci. Engrg., JA (1), pp 77-87 (Sept 1984) tions referred to as satellite stations are located .A

near each concentration of machinery to be
KEY WORDS: Monitoring techniques, Rods, monitored. The satellite station associated with
Fluid-induced excitation, Nuclear fuel elements, large vertical pumps vibration monitoring is
Stochastic processes described.

In an earlier publication, using the theory of -Z
neutron fluctuations induced by a vibrating con-
trol rod, a complete formal solution of rod
vibration diagnostics based on neutron noise
measurements was given in terms of Fourier-
transformed neutron detector time signals. The ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
suggested procedure was checked in numerical
simulation tests where only periodic vibrations
could be considered. The procedure and its
numerical testing are elaborated for stochastic ANALYTICAL METHODS
two-dimensional vibrations.

86-919 86-921 -
Data Managemem System for Predictive Maime- Love-Type Waves in a Randomly Nen-Homogeme-
nance Programs ous Layer Over a Homogeneous Half-Space
R.L. Remillard Z. Hryniewicz
Structural Measurement Systems, San Jose, CA Technical University, Kos-alin, Poland
S/V Sound Vib., 19 (9), pp 20-24 (Sept 1985) 11 J. Sound Vib., 101 (4), pp 489-493 (Aug 22,
figs, 4 refs 1985) 9 refs

KEY WORDS: Monitoring techniques KEY WORDS: Wave propagation, Elastic waves

This article describes how the Parameter The analysis deals with the Love wave propaga-
ManagerTM, a new data management system, can tion problem for an elastic half-space with a
be used to store and manipulate data acquired as superficial layer the material properties of which
part of an on-condition or predictive machinery are random functions. The solution for the
maintenance program. The Parameter Manager dispersion equation and the average displacement
is introduced as an easy-to-use, graphically-ori- are presented in the form of mathematical. a

ented system, which can be used to schedule expressions. The method used is that of Karal
monitoring activities and analyze acquired data to and Keller, and is based on the Bourret approxi-
identify potential problems and trends. mation.
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8*-422 $6-923 -

uabbarmonic Oscillauieas in Three-Phase Circuits Two Bxoremum Theorems Applicable to Stabiliy
K. Okumura, A. Kishima Analyses of a Mechanical System >:-,
Kyoto Univ., Japan R. Parnes
Ind. J. Nonlin. Mech., 20 (5/6), pp 427-438 Tel-Aviv Univ., Tel-Aviv, Israel .. .

(1985) 7 figs, 13 refs J. Franklin Inst., 19 (6), pp 543-547 (June 1985) ** .**...
2 figs, 2 refs

KEY WORDS: Subharmonic oscillations
KEY WORDS: Mechanical systems, Stability,,t-%-'.,-

This paper analyzes the subharmonic oscillations Extremum principles

generated in three-phase circuits by the asymp- ' '
totic method. Two mathematical theorems and their proofs,

applicable to stability investigations of mechani- -

cal systems, are presented. The theorems
permit a determination of the stability of systems
undergoing large displacements by means of a

86-923 defined extremum function and without recourse
Forced Oscillatiems of Systems with Impulse to a study of higher variations of the total
Force potential. An application to a simple mechanical
Yu. A. Mitropolsky, A.M. Samoilenko system with one degree of freedom is given.
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev, USSR
Ind. J. Nonlin. Mech., 2 (5/6), pp 419-426
(1985) 2 refs

KEY WORDS: Impact excitation, Forced vibra- 86-926
tions Model Reductien for a Cam of Linear Dynamic

Systems
Using the method of averaging, the system of F.F. Shoji, K. Abe, H. Takeda
forced impact oscillation is investigated. Pert- Jobu University, Isesaki, Gumma, Japan
odic solution of the system considered and first J. Franklin Inst., 19 (6), pp 549-558 (June 1985)
approximation of the averaged system are shown 1 fig, 1 table, 12 refs - .-

to exist.
KEY WORDS: Reduction methods

In this paper, a model reduction technique to
S6-924 remedy the singularity of reduced-order models " ' °
Imerspectral Combination Type Resonances of is proposed. The approach adopted is based on .-

Nonlinear Comservative/Noncotservative Diuarib- the least-square fitting of time-moments of the .. .
med Parameter Vibratory Systems system. The proposed method is also available
J. Padovan to stabilize unstable reduced models. This
University of Akron, Akron, OH method is superior to existing techniques.
J. Franklin Inst., 19 (6), pp 521-542 (June 1985)
6 figs, 23 refs

KEY WORDS: Continuous parameter method,
Harmonic excitation 86-927 "- "

Model Reduction for Control Systems wish Re-
The properties/formation of combination type sricted Complexity CoAtrollers
resonances of nonlinear conservative/noncon- A. Lepschy, U. Viaro
servative distributed parameter vibratory systems Universita di Padova, Padova, Italy
subject to external harmonic imputs containing a J. Franklin Inst., =12 (6), pp 559-567 (June 1985)
profusion of frequencies are investigated. This 1 fig, 1 table, 18 refs
includes the evaluation of simultaneously excited
harmonic, sub/superharmonics as well as combi- KEY WORDS: Reduction methods, Frequency
nation harmonics created by interactions between response
external and interspectral system frequency
branches. A nonlinear nonconservative version The problem of reduced-order modeling is con-
of the wave equation which is excited by com- sidered in connection with the desigr of re-
plex external harmonic fields is given detailed stricted complexity controllers. The suggested
considerations, reduction method develops in two phases: a
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simple frequency response of the overall feed- 86-930
back control system is determined according to Domains of Attraction fee Muliple Limit Cydes
the design specifications, and a reduced-order of Coupled Van Dec Pal Equatiems by Simple
transference of the controlled plant is obtained CUml apping
by solving a linear set of equations in such a Jianxuc Xu, R.S. Guttalu, C.S. Hsu
way that its behavior approximates that of the Xi'an Jiaotong University, The People's Republic

* original plant at frequencies which are meaning- of China
ful for the overall transfer function derived in Ind. J. Nonlin. Mcch., 2k (5/6), pp 507-517
the first step. (1985) 8 figs, 17 refs

KEY WORDS: Nonlinear theories, Van der Pol
method

96-28 One of the most difficult tasks in nonlinear
Dynamics of a Class of Repeated Systems with analysis is to determine globally various domains

* Nem-idestical Elastic and Visco-elastic laterco n- of attraction in the state space when there exist
nectim - a Bond Graph Approach more than one asymptotically stable equilibrium
B. Samanta, A. Mukherjee states and/or periodic motions. The task is even
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India more demanding if the order of the system is
J. Franklin Inst., 319 (5), pp 473-497 (May 1985) higher than two. In this paper two coupled van
13 figs, 1 table, 9 refs der Pol oscillators are considered which admit

two asymptotically stable limit cycles. For
KEY WORDS: Periodic structures, Bond graph systems of this kind it is shown how the method .
technique of cell-to-cell mapping can be used to determine

the two four-dimensional domains of attraction of
Dynamics of a class of repeated systems, termed the two stable limit cycles in a very effective '-.-"

here "parallel" systems, are studied. The gov- way. The final results are shown in the form of
erning equations for such systems are derived in a series of graphs which are various two-dimen-
state-space form using bond graph techniques. sional sections of the four-dimensional state
An algorithm is established to decouple these space.
otherwise coupled system equations so that the e^
overall system dynamics can be studied with the
same computational effort necessary in analyzing 86-W931
a single subsystem. The procedure is illustrated The Analysis of de Square Array of Va. Dec
by a numerical example. Pal Oscillato using 6he Averaged Potential

M. Kuramitsu, F. Takue
Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
Ind. J. Nonlin. Mech., 10 (5/6), pp 395-406

86-929 (1985) 11 figs, 17 refs
Estimating Bigenvalues fo a Class of Dynamic
Systems KEY WORDS: Van der Pol method
A. Zeid, R. Rosenberg
Wayne State University, Detroit, MI An approach to finding stable oscillation in van
J. Franklin Inst., 3=0 (1), pp 21-40 (July 1985) der Pol oscillators with many degrees of freedom
10 figs, 10 refs is described. A new concept of the averaged -..-

potential is summarized which is derived from
KEY WORDS: Eigenvalue problems, Bond graph the mixed potential. This method is successfully
technique applied to the analysis of a square array of van

der Pol oscillators coupled by inductors. It is
* In a previous work an approach was presented shown that the triple and quadruple mode oscilla-

for extracting information about the cigenvalues tions can be stably excited as well as simple and
of a linear, time-invariant dynamic system di- double mode oscillations.
recdy from a graphical model, in this paper a
generalization is given of the results previously
obtained. When suitably automated, the results MODELING TECHNIQUES
obtained here can provide a considerable reduc-
tion in the computational effort required to
obtain information about eigenvalues. This 86-932
feature is particularly useful in an interactive Modelling die Dynamics and Kinematics of
design context. Mechanical Systems with Multiboad Grapis
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M.J.L. Tiernego, A.M. Boa Universi~t Gesamthochschule Kassel
Twente University of Technology, Enschede, The Z. Flugviss. Weltraumforsch., 2 (3), pp 178-187
Netherlands (May/June 1985) 9 figs, 2 tables, 4 refs (in "C
J. Franklin Inst., M1. (1/2), pp 37-50 (Jan/Feb German)%
1985) 21 figs, 10 refs.. %bi

KEY WORDS: Parameter identification technique,
4 KEY WORDS: Bond graph technique, Mathemati- Mass coefficients, Stiffness coefficients, Damping

cal models coefficients, Experimental data

* A method to model mechanical systems with In a preceding paper a theory of incomplete
muhibond graphs is described. The method is system matrix identification was presenteu. With

base onthe description of the vector velocity this theory it is possible to identify the incom-
relation of a moving point in a rotating system. plete physical mass, stiffness and damping matrix
This relation is incorporated in a bond graph. It as well as the modal characteristics of a struc-
is explained how connected mechanical linkages ture f rom incomplete dynamic excitation. The

* must be handled. Two simple examples are excitation is called incomplete if the number r
presented. of excited modes is smaller than the number p 3

of measuring degrees of freedom. In the pres-
ent paper, two applications are presented. _

86933
Determiation of Normal Modes f rom Identified
Complex Modes 116-935
H.G. Natke, D. Rotert Theoy of a Medkod for lIesmifyiag Incomplete
Curt-Risch-Institut fur Dynamik, Schall- und Symat Matrices from Vibrauion Tent Data
Messtechnik der Univetsitat Hannover, Fed. Rep. ('lleotie eln Verfahitems zuW 4e1s1se
Germany VIEW .. -cc ger uktuidynamascher System mri-i
Z. Flugwiss. Weltraumforsch., 9- (2), pp 82-88 sea a=s Schwisagiogstesiate.)
(Mar/Apr 1985) 2 tables, 12 ref s (in German) M. Link

Universitit Gesamthochachule Kassel
KEY WORDS: System identification techniques, Z. Flugwiss. Weltraumforsch., 1 (2), pp 76-82
Normal modes, Damped modes (Mar/Apr 1985) 5 refs (in German) ~.,

Cases occur in practice in which the measured KEY WORDS: Parameter identification technique,
eigenmodes of the damped elastomechanical Mass coefficients, Stiffness coefficients, Damping
system are available and normal modes are coefficients, Experimental data
desired. This problem is solved by improving an
existing computational model, using measured A method is presented for the identification of
cigenquantities (incomplete and erroneous) in a the physical and modal mass, stiL.-ess and
sub-system formulation. This improved computa- damping matrices of a structure in t,- case of
tional. model is then used to compute the eigen- incomplete excitation.
quantities of the associated undamped system.
Computational examples show the influence of
errors. ~

Parameter idesitiicadim in DisirRbmed Systems
Hi. Baruh, L. Meirovitch

PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, NJ
J. Sound Vib., JUl (4), pp 551-564 (Aug 22,
1985) 2 figs, 3 tables, 15 refs

KEY WORDS: Parameter identification technique,
$ 6-934 Mass coefficients, Stiffness coefficients, Damping
Applicadess of a Medkod foe Identifying incom- coef ficients;
plete System Matrices ItaiSg Vibration Test Data

Aaenduag der ldestifikab. swIatsdie A method for the identification of the parame-
Systemsmatiris asm Schwisgmgstseudaea) ters entering into the equations of motion of -

m. Link distributed systems is described. Because the
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motion of distributed systems is described in estimating parameters in models described by
terms of partial differential equations, these differential equations need to be considerably
parameters are in general continuous functions of extended to deal with the integral terms. Condi- . '
the spatial variables. For vibrating systems, these tions under which the integral terms may be ..- L.
parameters ordinarily represent the mass, stiff- approximated by algebraic values are discussed.

*" ness and damping distributions. These distribu- The integro-differential models discussed are . .
*' tions are expanded in terms of finite series of related to indicial models proposed by aerody- .

known functions of the spatial variables multi- namicists to describe unsteady flow.
plied by undetermined coefficients. A method
for the identification of the cigensolution is also
presented.

DREIGN TECHNIQUES

An Eveluamm of a asi of Practical Optimiza- W393 .

Sim Teclque fee Itructurd Dynamics Appica- Design Spectra fee Degtading Systems
liens G.J. Al-Sulaimani, J.M. Roessett
S.F. Masri, S.D. Werner Univ. of Petroleum and Minerals, Dhahran, Saudi
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Arabia
CA ASCE J. Struc. Engrg., 1U (12), pp 2611-2623
Earthquake Engrg. Struc. Dynam., LI. (5), pp (Dec 1985) 5 figs, 1 table, 18 refs

. 635-649 (Sept/Oct 1985) 7 figs, 16 refs
KEY WORDS: Seismic response spectra, Seismic

KEY WORDS: Parameter identification technique, design, Reinforced concrete
Optimization

The effect of stiffness or strength degradation,
A class of practical optimization techniques for or both, under cyclic loading on the seismic
parameter identification of realistic structural response of single-degree-of-freedom inelastic

* dynamic systems is evaluated. The techniques systems with 5% initial damping is investigated.
involve quasi-Newton methods together with an Rules are proposed to construct inelastic design
efficient procedure for estimating complicated spectra for these systems (typical or reinforced
error functions. Extensive numerical and graphi- concrete construction) as a function of the de-
cal results demonstrate the effects of various sired displacement (or ductility) ratio. These
optimization algorithm parameters on the rate of rules complement those used at present based on
convergence of the objective function, the the response of simple elasto-plastic systems
parameter vector error norm and the gradient without any degradation.
norm. Guidelines are presented as an aid for

- addressing several significant issues in the prac-
tical application of structural dynamics optimiza-
tion procedures.

Generatim of Flow lespeoe Spectra Including
Oscillatc-Stmuctre Imaeractin
T. Igusa, A. der Kiureghian

86-938 University of California, Berkeley, CA
Idetification of Unsteady Aerodynamics and Earthquake Engrg. Struc. Dynam., LI. (5), pp
Aeroelastic mter-Diffeteial Systems 661-676 (Sept/Oct 1985) 8 figs, 3 tables, 29 refs
N.K. Gupta, K.W. fliff
NASA Hugh L. Dryden Flight Res. Ctr., Ed- KEY WORDS: Equipment-structure interaction,
wards, CA Seismic design, Floors, Response spectra
Rept. No. H-1313, NASA-TM-86749, 32 pp (Aug
1985) NS-32sI/6/GAR A method is presented for generating floor

response spectra for aseismic design of equip-
KEY WORDS: Parameter identification technique ment attached to primary structures. The method

accurately accounts for tuning, interaction and .
The problem of estimating integro-differential non-classical damping, which are inherent char-
models based on test or simulation data is dealt acteristics of composite oscillator-structure sys- "
with. The identification techniques proposed for tems. The method is accurate to the order of
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perturbation and is computationally efficient, as machinery vibrations and theoretical investigation
it avoids time-history analysis and does not of the transmission properties of foundations and
require numerical eigenvalue evaluation of the of soils. A detailed evaluation of results and a.A
composite oscillator-structure system. The cc- recommendations for the design of textile mills
sukts of a parametric study demonstrate the is included.
accuracy of the method and illustrate several key
features of floor response spectra.

DIILIOGEAIPHI3

GENERAL TOPICS
W942

Feasibilfty of Simplify*ua Couped Lag-Ulop-Tot-
CONFERENCE PROCEDIGS missal Models fe Now Blade abllty in For-

ward FH&g
G.R. Nilakantan, G.H. Geoukar S.

Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd., Bangalore, India
W~941 Vertica, Y_ (3), pp 241-256 (1985) 22 figs, 18 ref s

Vibradeom-Emissats by Textile Mills auud the
* Design of Weaving Hall (Unwmamgea der van KEY WORDS: Propeller blades, Helicopters,

Webereaeu ausgebeide Schwiagaiagso-emmissisamn Torsional response
und Hkmweise u Webeaal-Bamplammagen)
lI.G. Nathe, R. Thiede, K. Elmer The feasibility of simplifying coupled lag-flap-
Curt-Riach-Institut f. Dynamic, Schall-u. Mes- torsional models is explored for the low-f re-
stachnik, U . Hannover, Fed Rep Germany quency stability of isolated hinigeless rotor blades
Published by TNW-Textil-Industrie Service, in forward flight. Under linear and qussilinear

K GmbH, Moltkestr. 19, 4400 Mi'*nstcr, Fed. Rep. propulsive trim conditions, stability is investigated .,

Germany (1985) 100 pp, Price 50.00 DM plus for four cases: a base-line model with elastic lag
handling (in German) bending, flap bending and torsion degrees of

f reedom, the modified elastic lag-flap model
KEY WORDS: Vibration control, Industrial facili- that neglects only torsional dynamic effects, and
ties, Textiles the rigid blade models with and without quasi-

steady approximation to torsion. The method of
Vibration in the vacinity of textile mills was equivalent Lock number and drag coefficient is *'

investigated experimentally and theoretically. used for qualitative insights into dynamic inflow
The investigation comprised the measurement of ef fects.
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